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Jody Powell, in explaining the intricacies of the working out the debate.
Powell, who joined Carter in New
York after taking part in the talks, said
the two sides had agreed not to try to
score points through making public
what, was going on in the negotiations.
Neither he nor Baker would spell out
the sticking points.
The debate could prove decisive in
the closing days of the election campaign. Polls indicatethat Carter and his
Republican challenger are running
close in the large industrial states
where elections usually are won or Fost,
with a large bloc of undecided voters.
-Baker wanted the debate to be on
Nov. 3, election eve, but Powell said
that date is out.
An election-eve debate, Powell said,
would leave "nb time for anybody to be
.called for misstatements, contradictions and inaccuracies. You
really need time for when somebody intentionally or unintentionally
misrepresents a situation."
Baker said the Reagan side was
willing to hatte the debate anytime between Oct. 28 and Nov. 3, but that the
Carter people preferred Oct. 26.
The League of Women .Voters, the
probable sponsor of the debate, had tentatively scheduled.it for Oct. 28, a week
before the election, in Cleveland. That
city has agreed to make its convention
center available any time up to the election, league spokeswoman Vera Hirschberg said.
"We honestly would prefer the 3rd,
we're not just playing games with
that," .said Baker. "The concept is not
just something you should toss out
willynilly. Ten percent of the people out
there are going to make up their mind
on election eve night and it would be •
nice to have a debate and let them_
make up their minds on the basis of the
candidates' performance in open
debate."

State Is Building
Roads Cheaper
Than It Used To

AMBULANCE TAX FORUM — County Attorney Max Parker, left, and Dr.
C. C. Lowry, city councilman, discussed the ambulance tax referendum at
the meeting of the local chapter of the. League of Women Voters Monday
night. The issue will confront voters on the November ballot.

has just signed a four-year grain sales
agreement with China which will result in
increasing exports and prices.
He said Carter has been a farmer and .
knows their problems.
Ford, who was with Moore in Madisonville, told the crowd there that Carter's
energy program was good for Kentucky.
"Security and stability in this country
depends on coal," Ford said, adding,
"Even with war in Iran and iraq, we're not
panicking. This administration .has put
together a good energy policy."
Ford said there are "no less than nine
synthetic fuel plants on the drawing board
all for Kentucky. They will mean more
jobs, a stronger economy, a much improved coal market, and less dependence
on OPEC.
"Mr. Rearlan says he'll do away witht
the energy program. He wants to leave it
to industry, but we deserve a chance. We
have to keep an administration that's on
our side," Ford said.
In eastern Kentucky, where Connally
told crowds Saturday that Reagan would
help the coal industry, the Pike County
chairman for the Carter campaign issued
a statement calling the former Texas
governor's remarks"amusing."
"Here is a former governor of the
nation's largest oil-producing state trying

Dracula is coming to Murray in a
thriller play that is highlighted with
mystery and comedy as the Murray-Calloway County Conununity. Theatre
opens its fourth season Halloween week.
at the old freight depot in the MurrayCa noway County [lark.
The original vampire play is the
same one that brought Bela Lugosi
ternational fame as the blood-thirsty
Count Dracula in 1927. More recently
Frank Langella has played the Count on
the Broadway stage and on film as a
more appealing night-visitor than
•
Lugosi's evil one.
_ Community Theatre will presentsis__
performances of the mystery
Halloween week, Wednesday through
Saturday, Oct. 29-Nov 1 at 8 p.m. and a
children's matinee on that Saturday at

to put Ronald Reagan on record as
favoring Kentucky octal and development
of'synthetic fuels," said the statement by

2 p-.m. A special midnight show- will be
held on Halloween night, Friday, Oct.
31. Reervations may be necessary for
all performances and can be made 24
hours a day by calling , the theatre at
759-1752.
"We have assembled a very talented
and versatile cast for this 'show and
we're- all having great fun in rehearsals. This talent combined with the setting of the old freight depot will make
'Dracula' an entertaining evening for
the family," said director Richard
Valentine.
"From the firstdog howl,through the
fog, the bat attacks, and screams in the
darkness, this show is good. theatre
everyone will enjoy to the last bite,"
Valentine continues.
The settings and costumes are all
being done in detail in black and white.

By LEE GOULD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter, is offering Iran billions of
dollars' worth of incentives for the
release of the American hostages, an
issue the Iranian parliament reportedly
is moving closer to resolving.
With the presidential election and the
first anniversary of the taking of the 52
Americans both two weeks away today,
Carter made this offer Monday while
campaigning in Youngstown, Ohio:
"If Iran should release the hostages,
then I would unfreeze their assets,
which are several billions of dollars...1
would drop the embargo on trade with
Iran and work toward a resumption of
normal commerce with Iran in the
future."
The president said it is to the ad-

The Murray State University Racers moved ahead of South Carolina
State in the NCAA Division 1-AA football poll this week. The poll is on
Page 6.
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John Doug Hayes. '...Gov. Reagan's
energy policy is being written- in the board
rooms ofthe corporate oil giants."

Artistic designer for the- show is Tom
Willis and technical designer is Ed
Davis. Costumers for the show are
Anita Jones and Joyce McKeel and Betty-Thompson is in charge of wardrobe..
Production chairman Sh-aron Owens
has announced some other members of
"Dracula's" production staff: Bob
MUSS4311, Natalie Simpson, Jon Johnson,
and David Boyd,lighting and special effects; Dorothy Norris, stage manager;
Becky Wilson, assistant to the directors; Patsy Massey and Judy Nantau,
properties; Carol Julian and Kathy
Pasco, make-up; Beth Hegel, production assistant; and Renee Bolen, hair
design.
Anyone interested in working with
the production should call the theatre at
759-1752 and leave their name and
telephone number.
Community Theatre's season tickets
will be on sale at the box office for each
performance. In addition to "Dracula,"
the season includes "IAttle Women" in
December,"The Children's Company"
in February,"The Fourposter" in March, an evening of gourmet desserts and
Broadway show tunes in May, and an
evening of one-act plays also in May.
Those wishing for ticket prices and
more information may call the Corn- munity Theatre at 759-1752.

largely on the state's success in
bringing highway contract bids in under the engineer's original cost
estimates.
In the survey, Kentucky ranked first
in four categories, second in three
others and fourth in thy final category.
The report covers the first half of 1980
and covers all 50 states, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico.
Melts said he couldn't point to any
single factors that resulted in the
savings, saying it was a combination of
"stopgaps we consider good business."
One of those, he said, was the ,
willingness to reject bids that came in
engineer's
over
unexplainably
estimates.
"One of the biggest problems in
bureauracy is that people are afraid to
say no," Brown said. "Instead of
wringing their hands, our people over
there have faced the problems."
The categories that Kentucky placed
first in were interstate contracts up to
$5 million; federal-aid contracts, except secondary roads, over $5 million;
interstsate contracts between $100,000
and $250,000 and interstate contracts,$5
million and over.
Kentucky placed second in the
categories of interstate contracts bet- ,
ween $3 million and $5 million; federalaid contracts between $3 million and $5
million, except secondary roads; and
federal-aid contracts $100,000-$200,000,
except secondary roads.
Kehtucky placed fourth in the total
federal-aid category.
In another development, Melts said
he hopes a final decision will be reached
Tuesday on the transfer of his department's research division to the Univer- -sity of Kentucky.
Melts said he feels the University of
Kentucky, which has a wide-range of
research activities, is better suited to
manage the department's research functions.
Melts said he would retain eight of
the division's 52 employees who work in
the division's print shop. He said he has
promised the university he will give it
enough research work to keep the
current employees busy for a year.
The employees will no longer be state
employees but employees of the university. However, Melts said they would
not lose any of their accumulated
benefits from the transfer.

Carter Offers Iran Billions Of Dollars Of
Monetary Incentives For Hostage Release
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By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. and Transportation
Secretary Frank Melts say Kentucky is
building roads cheaper than it used to.
Brown and Metts pulled out federal
statistics at a Monday news conference
to back up their contention that so far
this year Kentucky is building roads 20
percent. under engineers' estimates
compared to prior years.
Brown cited a recent survey by the
U.S. Department of Transportation
which ranked the states in eight
categories for cost savings in federalstate highway projects.
Brown said the survey is based

Community Theatre Will Open
Fourl:i Season With 'Dracula'

Reagan Takes Turn At Steamboat Wheel;
Ashland Prepares For Mrs. Carter's
By The Associated Press
Republican presidential nominee
Ronald Reagan took a turn at the wheel of
the Belle of Louisville during an hour's
steamboat ride on the Ohio River while
campaigning in Louisville.
And in Ashland, area Democrats were
preparing for a visit today from first lady
Rosaly-nn Carter.
A White House aide was campaigning
for President Carter in western Kentucky
Monday. And in the east a Carter campaign worker responded hotly to weekend
remarks by Republican campaigner John
Connally,former Texas governor.
. Reagan arrived at Louisville's Standiford Field about 4 p.m. Monday and
went by motorcade to a park where the
sternwheel steamboat waited, laden with
prominent state Republicans and
numerous children brought in from
various areas of the state.
After the river cruise. Reagan told
several thousand people at the rally that
the Carter administration is to blame for
unemployment in Jefferson County's industries and Kentucky's coalfields.
He cited unemployment in Jefferson
County in excess of 30,000 people ... 30,000
breadwinners" and said there are 20,000
coal miners unemployed nationwide.
"Mr. Carter has not done enough to help
the coal industry," he said.
He also said he was -wholeheartedly in
favor of research and development in the
area of synthetic fuels," though he added
that after the technology is developed,
-private industry will be more capable
than anyone else to do the job right."
Reagan said farmers also should support him because he would not have
"singled out grain for embargo as a
socalled weapon against the Soviet
Union."
In western. Kentucky, Ftank Moore,
White House chief of staff for
congressional liaison, made several stops,
accompanied on part of his trip by Sen.
Wendell Ford,D-Ky.
At Russellville, Moore said he believed
Carter was gaining strength and now appeared likely to win every state east of the
Mississippi River except Vermont and
New Hampshire.
Moore said he doubted there ivould be
any breakthroughs in the Iranian hostage
situation before the election, through the
administration was pursuing every
avenue to obtain their release.
AM he said farmers shoukl support Carte.- despite his grain embargo because he
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According To Brown, Metts

Debate Specifics
Elude Reagan,
Carter Team
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) ......Although
Ronald Reagan and President Carter
have agreed to a debate, the how, when
and where eluded negotiators today.
James Baker, chief of the Reagan
bargaining team, said he would discuss
arrangements for the debate later in
the day — either in person or by phone
— with Carter campaign chairman
Robert Strauss.
hours of talks
Baker said that
Monday had left the two sides short of
agreement on a format, date and place
for the debate.
Earlier, Baker had suggested that
there was substantial accord on the format. Baker and Strauss both had said a
few telephone calls could resolve
disagreements on other aspects of. the
debate.
Although their handlers were arguing
details, the two candidates themselves
seemed ready to work out a schedule.
"Whatever they arrange is all right
with me," Reagan told reporters in
Louisville, Ky.. Monday as his
representatives were meeting with Carter aides in Washington. Carter
previously had said he would debate his
Republican challenger any time, any
place.
"We had hoped we Might be able to
clean it up tonight," Baker said late
.Monday. But he added: "We made good
progress today and I think we'll have an .
agreement tomorrow."
Cleveland officials seemed so confident the debate will be held there that
Mayor George W. Voinovich asked 60
large corporations to contribute $5,000
to $10,000 each to help pay the costs.
While the Carter side apparently has no
objection to Cleveland, the Reagan
camp was believed to prefer
Washington.
-Everything lunges on everything
else," said White House press secretary

mes

Partly cloudy tonight with lows
in the upper 40s. Partly sunny
and mild Wednesday with highs
in the low and mid 70s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Thursday through Saturday: A
chance of rain each day. Highs in
the mid 60s to mid 70s Thursday
and Friday cooling to mostly 60s
on Satii.rday., Lows mostly mid
40s to mid 50s.
Lake Levels
359.05
Lake Barkley
355.18
Kentucky Lake

vantage of the United States "to have a
strong Iran. It's to our advantage to
have a united Iran."
Even before Carter spoke, the
speaker of the 270-seat Iranian
parliament, Ayatollah Hashemi Rafsanjani, told The Associated Press in a
telephone interview that a decision on
the conditions for release of the
hostages would be made "in the next
two or three days."
He said the conditions probably
would be the same as those listed by the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini last month. Those include return of the late
shah's wealth, cancellation of U.S.
financial claims against Iran, release
of Iranian funds in the United States
and guarantees of non-interference in
Iranian affairs.
Only a month ago Rafsanjani insisted
that Iran had not dropped an earlier
demand — that the United States
apologize to Iran. But he made no mention of that demand Monday.
Carter last month criticized his
Republican opponent, Ronald Reagan,
for saying publicly that he would accept
Iran's demands that the frozen assets
be freed, that financial claims against
Iran should be withdrawn and that the
United States should pledge not to interfere in Iran's internal affairs. He'
said at the time that Reagan shouldn't
negotiate through the news media.
Reagan, campaigning in Louisville,
Ky., made passing reference to the
hostage situation Monday, saying only
that, "I don't understand why 52
Americans have been held hostage for
_ _
almust a yearnow."....._
Carter's conciliatory remarks- Monday were echoed by public statements
by Secretary of State Edmund S.'
Muskie. Both expressed concern over
Iran's situation in its war with neighboring Iraq.

"We are opposed . to the dismemberment of Iran," Muskie said in
Chicago. "The integrity of Iran is
threatened by the Iraqi invasion."
Muskie also expressed concern about
Soviet intentions in the volatile Persian
Gulf region.

In another development Monday,
Defense Secretary Harold Brown said
the United States will not withhold arms shipments to Jordan, despite
Iranian complaints that such shipments
represent an obstacle to the release of
the hostages.

Costs Reach $254,000
To Raise Child To 18
NEW YORK (AP) — The governsidered low were estimates that it costs
ment's estimate that it will cost parents
only $22 a week to feed a teen-age boy
$65,000 to support a child until age 18 is
and $115 a year to clothe a newborn
ridiculously low and the figure is more
baby during its first year.
likely to reach $254,000 — not counting
"Our least costly way to clothe the
college—says Parents Magazine.
baby's bottom (diaper service) comes
The magazine said . the government
to $7.30 a week," Tilling wrote, "That's
failed to include inflation as a factor.
$380 a year."
An estimate of $85,000, which included
In comparing various federal
four years of college, released earlier
estimates, the magazine at one point
this month by the private Population_
said it questioned whether federal
Reference Bureau also was unestimators had any children of their
derestimated, the magazine contended
own.
in its issue released Monday.
Thomas Tilling, a contributing editor
of the magazine, said the magazine
arrived at the $250,000-plus figure by
using federal figures issued by the
Agriculture Department as a starting
point.
Robert F. Harris Jr., 31, was arrested
Adding 10- percent inflation yearly,
Monday and charged with trafficking in
the government's cost of raising a child
marijuana,a Schedule I non-narcotic.
goes from $65,000 to $175,000. Figuring
Harris, Route 3, Murray, was
another 10 percent to that total to make
arrested at 12:45 p.m. Monday by KSP
up for tinderestimates boosts the figure
detective Joe Cohoon and Calloway
to $193,000, said the magazine.
Then another -$61,000-is added- in by —County Deputy -Larr.4, Nixon. His bowl.
-was placed at $5,000 and he was lodged
figuring annual earnings, based on a
in the Calloway County Jail.
$10,000-a-year salary plus inflation, lost
Cohoon said the arrest was Made
to the mother from the time of the
following a search of Harris' trailer.
child's birth to the time the child enters
The officials seized approximately 29
school.
pounds of marijuana.
Other governrnent estimates con-

Harris Arrested,
Charged With
Marijuana Trafficking
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--December Wedding Planned—

Tuesday. Oct. 21
Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will have a tacky party at the
home of Carolyn Carroll.
Optimist Club will meet at 6
p.m. at the Boston Tea Party.

Dr. and Mrs. Donald E.
Junes of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Jana Lynn, to William Guido,
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Guido, Sr., of
Massapequa Park. N.Y.
Miss Jones, a graduate of
Murray High School and
Murray State University, will
receive a Master of Fine Arts
from the University of North
Carolina at Greensboro in
December.
Mr. Guido graduated from
the University of FloEida and
at present is in the dOctoral
preerain at the University of
North Carolina at Grgnsboro."
The fanuly wedding will
take place on Saturday. Dec.
20. in the hale Chapel of the
. First United Methodist Church
An open reception will
follow from 7:30 to 10 p.m. at
the Jones' home at 1608
Keenland, Murray, to which
all friends and relatives are
invited toattend.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

•
"Homemakers, Stars of
Success" will be presented
Oct. 23, featuring the Purchase Area Extension
Homemakers' Association at
the 1980 annual meeting of the
Association to be held at the
new—Kentucky Dam Village
Convention Center, Gilbertsville.
• 'The Purchase has a membership of more than 2500
members, and the annual
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Support Group for SIDS
(sudden death syndrome) will
be at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway
County Health Center.

Chorus of Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
the club house prior to the
regular meeting.

alum Guido. Jr.

PARIS PATIENT
Recently dismissed from
Ahe fle_riry Count), Hospital:,
Paris. Tepn , was Saucie H.
Tyler,Puryear,Tenn.
•

KAvoi

Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have an
open meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house with Phyllis
Lindsey Spann as guest
speaker.

Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west end
of the West Kentucky Exposition Center.

Open forum for candidates
for the Murray City School
Board will be held at the
Murray Middle School from 7
to 9 p.m., sponsored by the
PTAs of Robertson, Carter,
and Murray High, and PTO of
Murray Middle.

Western Kentucky Chapter
of the American Lupus Society
will meet at 6:30 p.m. in the
Access Conference Room,
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Area Homemakers Will
Meet At Kentucky Dam

PRIME
RIA.I.1 MIN

American
Disabled
Veterans Chapter and
Auxiliary are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at the Legion
Hall.

Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.

Wed II

Senior
Citizens

After School Bible Club will
meet at the First Christian
Church.

Retirees of Local 1068 UAW
of the Tappan Company and
wives will have a potluck supper at 5:30 p.m. at the library
of the First Christian Church.
This is open to all retirees of
any local.

A film of Hawaii will be
shown on Wednesday, Oct. 22,
at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. An in
depth description of the Senior
Citizens' ten days' trip to
Hawaii will be given and
questions answered at this
meeting.
The tour is planned to start
March 3, 1981, according to
Toopie Thomas, trip coordinator.

N•4RFE ChaPter
Hold Meeting At"
-Brandon Spring

Legion of Mary meeting will
be at 10:30 a.m. in the rectory
of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the Murray Senior
Citizens with lunch at 12 noon.
Hazel Senior Citizens' activities will be from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. at the Hazel Center with
lunch at 11:45 a.m. .
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.ts
Mothers Day Out will be at 9
a.m. at the First Baptist Church.

IN
PATIENT AT BENTON
Bobbie Teague of Kirksey
was dismissed Oct.6 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.

-Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Center with lunch at
11:45 a.m.
Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at 12 noon.
Bible Overview will meet in
the high school class room,
education building, First
Christian Church,at6:30 p.m.

Dr. Farouk Umar will speak
at the United Campus
10
Ministry luncheon at 12:30
p.m. at the Ordway Conference Room, Murray State.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The facts about CPR, a rescue
technique for heart attack vicbathroom may come to rival
tims. Students in an unthe classroom as a medium
postered dormitory elsewhere
for transmitting knowledge if
on campus served as the doca test study at Syracuse
tor's control group.
University is any indication.
After the posters had been in
Dr. Alan W. Grogono said
detailed posters on car- place for three weeks,
diopulmonary resuscitation Grogono tested the 140 "graftaped to the door or wall of fiti" sthaents with a 140toilets at a university dor- student control group that
hadn't seen the posters.
mitory proved highly effective
The captive audience in the
in teaching the life-saving,
emergency technique to postered bathrooms got 2.5
students who used the times more correct answers
than the control group,
facilities.
Grogono, an associate pro- Grogono said. The posterfessor of anesthesiology at the coached students also scored
State University of New York just as high on the test as a
Medical Center in Syracuse, third group that had taken
gave a formal research paper conventional CPR training, he
on his study at the convention said.
of the American Society of
Anesthesiologists in St. Louis.
The study, conducted in the
spring,involved 280 dormitory
students, Grogono said. The
posters, taped to the door or
wall of every toilet in one coed
dormitory, contained 25 key

STATLER BROTHERS
`wet re) (guest Ntai

Brenda Lee
THURSDAY,
NOV.13-7:30
.S.U. FIELD HOUSE
(Murray, KY)
Tickets: $8.50 Et $7.50
All Seats Reserved)
at the Univ. Center, Chucks Music
Tickets on Sale Now!
Center, World of Sound, Sunset Blvd. Music, Sun Audio
(Paducah), Risley El Julian Audio (Paduc'ah), Mr. J's Men's
Clothing (Mayfield it Benton), Sr Sound Shop(Hopkinsville).

FOR INFORMATION CALL:502762.6921
Mail Orders Filled Promptly by sending cashier's check or
money order to. Student Gov't OfficAS, P o Box 3094, Univ.
Station, Murray, KY 42071. Enclose self-addressed. stamped
envelope.

Your choice:

Senior Citizens will leave by
bus for Paris lanThe Kentucky Lake Chapter chartered
State Park for a picnic.
No. 853 of the National ding
Retired For information call 753-0929.
of
Association
Thursday,Oct.23 Federal Employees will meet
Murray Head Start will
Friday, Oot. 24, at 11:30 a.m.
for a luncheon at Brandon .sponsor a kiddies fun house for
The Support Group meeting
Spring Camp in the land Bet- children 10 and under from for SIDS (sudden death synthe
at
6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
ween the Lakes.
drome) will be held Thursday,
Members are asked to meet Beshear Gym, Murray State Oct. 23, at 7:30 p.m. at the
at the Seventh and Poplar University. Admission will be Calloway County Health Cenparking lot at 50 cents.
C'hurch of
ter, North Seventh and Olive
9:45 a.m. to begin the tour at
Streets.
Bazaar
Christmas
Annual
10 a.m. Travel will be through
This is for any person who
Methodist
the south end of I.B1, to Bran- by First United
has lost a child through SID,
be from
don Spring. Following the lun- Church Women will
accident, or illness, according
at the
cheon meeting the group will 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
to Lillian Robertson, GLPN,
Lunchurch.
the
of
hall
social
LBL
the
to
north
then proceed
who is in charge of the
The
served.
be
will
cheon
Center
Golden Pond Visitors
meeting.
invited.
is
public
to view an astronomy
program at 2 p.m.
Officers for the coming year
are Gene Tarry, president,
Pier I Imports is pleased to anHomer Miller, first vice,
nounce that Trudy Morris, brideGussie Adams, second vice,
Van Valentine, secretaryelect of Ron Baker has made her
treasurer,and Lowell Palmer,
selections from our Bridal
.senior citizens representative,
Registry for decorative acby
installed
who will all be
. Trudy and Ron will be
cessories
James W. Dailey, state vice
married Dec. 6.
president from District One.

An 8x10 color portrait. Either traditional or Duo-Image

Support Group For Photo Hours: ONLY
SIDS Plans Meet
10-1, 2-5, 6-8
Here Thursd. ay
.

Every other week throughout
1980. the National Bridal
For brides-to-be Service will award another
couple $1,000 cash.
who could use lucky
In additioh, twenty-six free
$1,000 cash... honeymoons and many
• more merchandise prizes. The sooner you
register,the greater your chance of winning!
No purchase is necessary. Stop by and
register.

FURCHES
JEWELRY •
113S. 4th
Member Nation& Bridal jiervice

PATIENT AT PARIS
Kathryn A. Drummond of
Riryear, Tenn., has been a
patient at the Henry County
Hospital, Paris, Tenn

I'

Bathroom,Is Classroom

0 Ladies day luncheon at Murray Country Club will be at 12
noon with Betty Jo Purdom as
chairman of the hostesses.
Bridge will' be played at 9:30
a.m. with Alice Purdom and
Toni Hopson as hostesses.

Ikwaiian Film
W`Shown, Library

VISITS SCHOOL — Robert Trenholm of the Murray-Calloway County Rescue Squad
made a visit to Ms. Mary's Playschool to let the children observe the fire rescue truck.
In the driver's seat, top photo, are Shannon Liggins, left, Jawan Clark, and Whitney Dix,
partly hidden. Standing on the fire truck, bottom photo, are from left, Gene McDonald, Greg Dowdy, Mickey Morton, Teresa Kidd, Kevin Van Dyke, Tony Farris, Jay
Todd, Cassie Cooper, Heather Volker, Beau Jones, and Chad fish.

Workshop in Acrylic-Pastels
will be from 1 to 3 p.m. at the
Murray Art Guild.

goals.
Delegates will elect a new
area vice president. Guests
will include representatives of
the Kentucky Extension
Homemakers Board, University of Kentucky Extension
SpecialiSt, and Dean of the
ConParent-Teacher
University of Kentucky
ferences will be from 3 to .6
College of Home Economics.
p.m. at the Calloway Middle
Entertainment will • be School.
provided by combined
Murray-Calloway County
Homemakers Choruses from
Medical-Health
counties in the Purchase Area. Hospital
Doorprizes will be given in the Careers Explorer Post will
afternoon. Cultural Arts items meet from 6:30 to 8 p.m. at the
will be on display during the Calloway Public Library.
afternoon.
•.
Wednesday, Oct. 22
The program will open at 10
Overeaters Anonymous will
a.m. with registration „beginmeet at 12 noon on tke second
ning at 9:30 a.m, and a lunfloor of Baptist Student Union,
cheon at noon. I.uncheon
North 15th Street.
tickets were available at each
County Extension office until
Film on Hawaii for the
Oct. 16. The guest speaker will
Senior Citizens Tour in the
be presented following lunch.
spring will be shown at 7 p.m.
at the Calloway Public
Library.

()la Madsen
meeting is for all interested
members and their guests.
Marshall County Extension
Homemakers are hostesses
for this year's event.
Ola Madsen, guest speaker,
is a native of Sweden who is
now studying - at Asbury
Seminary,
Theological
Wilrnore, Kentucky. Starting
at the bottom in a career as a
salesman in Sweden. he set
high goals for his life and soon
became president of a number
of companies around the
world. He has now left this
business career to enter
evangelism and church
development. He will • be
speaking on settirig goals for
our lives and how to be successful in reaching these

Jo Burkeen, Local Scene Editor

Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Paul King, 1508
Belmont,at 7:30 p.m.

Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.

LW,
••••••,
•••••

Thru Thur

Thursday, Oct. 23
Magazine Club will meet at
the home of Dorothy McKenzie at 2 p.m.

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For information call 753-5995 or 4354385.
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Babies, children, adults,
plus family groups. `‘•

• Choose from many different backgrounds and custom poses • Limit One per subtect
two per family • Additional portraitkvvailable in all sizes at reasonable prices • Groups
or
1 25 each additional subtect • Persons under 18 must be accompanied by parent
guardian • Finished portraits delivered St store

Always friendly. professional service.

"4 Days Only" .
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Bel Air Center
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Phyllis L. Spann Will
---To Be Married In December -- Speak At Zeta Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Morris
of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Sherry Lynn, to Barry Lee
Travis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lee(Bay)Travis of Murray.
The bride-elect is a
graduate of Calloway County
High School and is now employed at Fisher-Price Toys in
Murray. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Morris of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Duke of
Benton, and the great granddaughter of Mrs. Ella May
Gordon of Alton, Ill.
Mr. Travis, a graduate of
Murray High School, is also employed at Fisher-Price
Toys of Murray. He is the
grandson of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Jones and the late
Mr.and Mrs. Ira Travis.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Dec. 6, at
6:30 p.m. at the First Baptist
Church, Murray. A reception
will follow the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out of
town invitations will be sent.

Phyllis Lindsey Spann, New
Harmony, lad., formerly of
Murray, will be guest speaker
at an open meeting of the Zeta
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club on Thursday,
Oct. 23, at 7:30 p.m. at'the club
house.
Mrs. Spann will show slides
and discuss her present position as supervisor of green
houses and grounds of New
Harmony Inn., Red Geranium
Enterprises and Blaffer Trust
Properties in New Harmony
where she also conducts
workshops for Senior Citizen
organizations in four southern
Indiana counties and area
Garden Clubs.
Mrs. Spann has recently attended conferences of the National Council for Therapy and
Rehabilitation through Hor-

hiss Sherry Lynn I/orris
rind Barn' Lee Trziri.s

Starks-Phillips Wedding Friday
The wedding of Aliss Kimberly Gayle Starks, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Starks
and Steven Tenney Phillips,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James
Phillips will be solemnized on
Friday, Oct. 24, at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Ed Davis will officiate at the
double ring candlelight
ceremony to be held at 7 p.m.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by Angela
0/1/
- .14
GUEST HERE
Jimmie Klapp, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Klapp of
Bowie, Md., spent the
weekend of Oct. 11 and 12 with
his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Klapp, Canterbury Drive. He left Oct. 13
for Tulsa, Okla., where he will
enroll in the Spartan School of
Aeronautics for a course in
aviation maintenance.

Manning, pianist, and Lesa
Hoke,soloist.
Miss Starks has chosen Miss
Shelia Phillips, sister of the
groom-elect, as her maid of
honor. Bridesmaids will be
Miss Jackie Parker and Mrs.
Nancy Overbey.
Mr. Phillips has chosen
Monty Wilson as best man.
Groomsmen will be Keith
Starks, brother of. the brideelect,. and Skip Phillips,
brother of the groom-elect.
Ushers will be Shea Sykes and
Don Wilson.
• The guest register will be attended by Mrs. Gail Starks,
sister-in-law of the bride-elect,
and Pam Johnson, cousin of
the bride-elect.
A reception will be held immediately following the
ceremony in the fellowship
hall of the church.
Serving at the reception will
be Miss Trish Phillips, M.-s.
Vickie Washer, sisters of the

IIRS

TUNE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Tune,706
E. Wood Street, Paris, Term.,
are the parents of a baby boy,
Adam Nicholas, weighing
eight pounds five ounces, born
on Friday, Oct. 3, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Monica Thompson. Maternal
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Roy E. Thompson of Centralia, Ill.
LESSMANN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Lessmann of Route 1, Cottage
Grove, Tenn., announce the
birth of a baby boy, David
William Michael, weighing 10
pounds 12 ounces, born on
Wednesday, Oct. 8, at the
McKenzie Memorial Hospital,
McKenzie,Tenn.
The mother is the former
Brenda Lamb. Grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Charles H.
Lessmann of Waco, Texas,
and Mr. and Mrs. William J.
Lamb of Cottage Grove,Tenn.
RODGERS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Martin

:hucks Music
c, Sun Audio
Ar. J's Men's
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Rodgers of Farmington Route
I announce the birth of a son,
William Ryan, born on Monday, Oct. 13, at the Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Russelburg, Mr.
and Mrs. James Stubblefield,
and Charles Rodgers, all of
Graves County, and Mrs.
Maxine Cope,Denver,Colo.

Tennis Group Willi
Play Thursday At
Kenlake Center
Group C of the Ladies Tennis of the Murray Country
Club will meet at 8:45 a.m. on
Thursday,Oct. 23, at the home
of Cathy Mattis to go to the
Kenlake Tennis Center for
play at 9:30 a.m.
The lineup is as follows:
Court No. One - Vickie
Baker, Cathy Mattis, Annette
Alexander,and Lisa Faughn.
Court No. Two - Renee
Wynn, Deanna Parker, Carol
Waller, and Ann Uddberg.

groom-elect, and Mrs. Sherrie
Yarbrough, cousin of the
bride-elect.
Distributing the rice bags
will be Miss Amy Johnson and
Miss Melissa Johnson, both
cousins of the bride elect, and
Miss Dana Washer, niece of
the groom-elect.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception.

CLEAVER GIRL
Heather Kennette is the
name chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Cleaver of 1414 E.
Stadium View Drive, Murray,
for their baby girl, weighing
six pounds 81
/
2 ounces,
measuring 19'3 inches, born
on Tuesday, Oct. 14, at 5:38
a.m, at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The mother, the former Cindy Garrison, is on leave from
Freed Cotham and Randy
Thornton Service Companies.
The father is self employed
with Cleaver Construction
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., of
Almo Route 1 and-Mr. and
Mrs, __Cassel • Garrison of
Murray.* Great grandparents
are Guy Smith, Mrs. Donunie.
Cleaver, and Mrs. Maude
Garrison.

SPITAL NEWS
Adults 143
Nursery 13
10-14-80
IEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Billington, baby girl (Barbara), Rt. 1, Box 233A, Almo.
Edwards, baby girl (Jean),
Rt. 5, Box 354, Murray.
Woolum, baby girl (Karen),
Rt. 1, Box 137, Puryear, Term.
Cleaver, baby girl (Cindy),
1414 E. Stadium View Dr.,
Murray.
King, baby boy (Lanora ),
Rt. 6, Box 395A, Cadiz.
DISMISSALS
Steven L. Carr, Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Tina Hays and baby boy,
805 Vine, Murray; Mrs. W.
Gail Parker and baby boy, Rt.
4, Murray; Mrs. Joyce C. Morrison, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs.
Judy C. Speight, Rt. 1, Paris,
Tenn.
Faye M. Erwin, 105 South
14th, Murray; Mrs. Wanda
Marcell Greer, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn.; Guy C. Turner; Rt. 6,
Murray; William Brent
Adams, 1 Dills Trailer Court,
Murray; Timothy D. Ray, Rt.
3, Murray; Mrs. Alice R. Poling, Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.
Gary D. Nance, Murray;
James Michael Gay, Rt. 1,
Hardin; Mrs. Mildred Cross,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Evelyn
Kay Underwood, 317 N.
Stokes, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Janie S. Nance, Rt. 3, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Cheryl A. Cope,
Rt.8, Benton.

Henry McKenzie, 1001
Sharpe, Murray; Laverne
Crouse, Rt. 8, Murray; Mrs.
Nova A. Cohoon, Rt. 6, Murray; Mrs. Floyd Dell Elkins,
Rt. 1, Kirksey; Obine Wyatt,
Rt. 1, Hardin.
Mrs. Pat R. Paschall, 721
Poplar, Murray; Ella Erin
Montgomery, 1619 Miller,
Murray; Mrs. Madonna H.
McDaniel, 1518 Oxford, Murray; Mrs. Lochie B. Hart, 1313
Payne, Murray; C. M. Burnett
(expired), New Concord.

Lou McGary opened her
home on Overby Drive,
Murray, for the September
meeting of the Suburban
Homemakers Club with Mrs.
McGary and Sue Dunn
presiding.
"Drugs and Their Effects"
was the subject of the lesson
presented by Rachel Hendon
who also gave the devotion:
Mrs. McGary and her
cohostess, Rosanna Miller,
served refreshments to Mrs.
Hendon, Mrs. Dunn, Pat
Rogers, Wilma Wilson, and
Anna Bell Russell.
The club will meet Tuesday,
Oct. 28, at 7 p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Miller with Mrs.
Rogers as cohostess.
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PLEDGE GROUPS - Randy McCallon, left, and Kim
Willie, graduates of Calloway County High School classes
of .1978 and 1980 respectively, have pledged social
groups at lambuth College, Jackson, Tenn. Miss Willie,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Willie of Kirksey, has
pledged the AlphA Xi Delta sorority. She'is a member of
the lambuth Faglettes Basketball team and is attending
school on a basketball scholarship. McCallon, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rob McCallon, Murray Route 2, has pledged
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, is a member of the baseball
team, has been elected vice president of the freshman
class, has been voted a senator of his dormitory, and is
on the planning committee for the Campus Ministry.
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KAISER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Kaiser,
Jr., 8907 Middle Pt. Road,
Louisville, Ky. 40222, are the
parents of a baby girl, Molly
Elizabeth, weighing eight
pounds 1122* ounces, measuring 214 inches, born on Monday, Oct. 13, at 3:37 p.m. at a
hospital there.
The mother is the former
Nannette Solomon. Their
other children are Tony III, 9,
Will, 4, and Ashleigh, 2'2.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Kaiser,,Sr.., of Cincinnati, Ohio, and Mr. and
Mrs. W. H. Solomon of
Clarksville,Tenn.,formerly of
Murray.

ters on how to collect valuable
prints. She explained while
prints can be a small initial investment their increase in
value can make it a worthy investment.
Several prints of Bill Zimmerman, wildlife artist, were-.
shown. He will be .a .guest of
the chapter and Gallery on
Thursday, Oct. 23, at the
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the
Blackford House Gallery.
The artist will meet the
public from'11 a.m. to 2 p.m..
on Thursday, Oct. 23,. at the
University Branch of the Bank
of Murray. He will display MS
works which may 'be purchased at that time. Included
will be his print, "The Bald
Eagle," with a portion of the
proceeds from this sale to be
donated to a Society for the
Preservation of the Bald
Eagle.
Refreshments were served.
Paulette Hooks of the Gallery
was a guest. Other members
*present were Liz Hill, Chris
Loftis, Linda Hunt, Judy
English, Marlene Waldrop)
Linda England, Cheryl
Hy neman, Rhonda Felts,
Becky Phillips, Pam Durham,
and Gwen Cooper.

THAT REGULARLY SELL FOR $2.99 PER
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Mrs. Gladys Blackford,
owner of Blackford House
Gallery, spoke at the meeting
of the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi held
Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. at the home of
Brenda Jones, president.
The speaker spoke on
"Art," reviewing its history
and purpose, and giving poin-
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HAIRDRESSERS WEEK - The Murray Affiliate of the National Hairdressers Association
has observed National Hairdressers Week. Murray Mayor Melvin 8. Henley signed a proclamation for the Week‘ with Paulette Wilferd (left), local president; and Debbie •
Griffin, secretary. Other members of the local organization include Mary Ann McCuiston, Geraldine McClard, Faye Hurt, Jackolyn Spiceland, Tina Olson,[eta Taylor,
Judith Darnell, Aleta Beane, Retha Starkey, Daytha Outland, Kay Dalton and Judy Curd.

McGary Home Scene
Of Meeting Held,
Suburban Club

o SALE NOW!
CI

ticulture in Michigan and the
American Horticulture Society in St. Louis, Mo.
She is a graduate, Cum
Laude, from Murray State
University in 1978 with a major in agriculture with emphasis in horticulture and a
minor in art. She did volunteer
work with Murray Calloway
County Senior Citizens before
moving to New Harmony,
Ind., in October of 1978. Mrs.
Spann is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr.
and has one son, Brad.
The Zeta Department
members invite their friends
for this very interesting and
informative program on the
New Harmony Restoration
and plant therapy.
The hostesses will be Mrs.
Otis H. Erwin, Mrs. Codie
Caldwell, Mrs. Charles Dillon
and Miss Madelyn Lamb.
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Agree Or Not

Bible Thought
"And this shall be an everfas
statute unto you, to nuke an atonement for the children of Israel for all
their sins once a year" Leviticus 16:
.14
God has always initiated ways to
reconcile the world unto Himself, beginning in the Old Testament and
culminating in the loft of His Son

Thoughts
In Season
By Ken Wolf
In his often-quoted study of The
Power Elite, sociologist C. Wright Mills
1916-1962 attacked the "higher immorality" of those in big business, big
government and the military establishment who have substituted "personality" for the older moral values, and the
quest for money and "celebrity" for
moral and political responsibility.
Some passages of this twenty-five
year old classic (Oxford, 1956) read as
if they were written yesterday:
The absence of any firm moral
order of belief makes men in the
mass all the more open to the
manipulation and distraction of
the world of the celebrities.
One wonders how many Americans
who are not voting in the 1980 general
election would have been crushed if the
TV actor's strike had not been settled
by Christmas? Another passage from
The Power Elite describes the
Watergate mentality:
A society that narrows the meaning of "success" to the big money
and in its terms condemns failure
as the chief vice, raising money
to the plane of absolute value,
will produce the sharp operator
and the shady deal. Blessed are
the cynical, for only they have
what it takes to succeed.
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a uniformly fair system.
Specifically, the report recommends:
— Establishment of a uniform,
automated payroll and personnel information system to replace the six
payroll systems now in existence.
— Review the personnel classification and compensation system to
reduce the 2,400 classifications for state
government jobs.
— Reduce the number of nonclassified jobs outside the Merit System
— presently 1,024 employees — and
make only men and women at the top of
the organization, cabinet secretaries
and commissioners, non-merit.
— Consider changing the 37.5-hour
work week to a 40-hour work week with
an equitable granting of compensatory
time and overtime pay.
— Eliminate the automatic annual
increment and establish a uniform
system for granting merit pay increases. "Merit pay increases for excellent performance...are distributed
inequitably, if at all," the report says.
— Post promotional opportunities so
that all state workers know about and
have the opportunity to seek promotion
into higher paying jobs when they
become available.
Many Kentuckians — too many in
fact — have a less than flattering picture of the average state employee. For
that reason especially, Gov. Brown's
much-publicized reduction in overall
state employment, however poorly
managed and frequently cruelly carried out, has met with widespread
popularity outside Franklin and surrounding counties where most state
employees live.
It is important for all Kentuckians to
remember, though, that it is the state
employee who makes certain that
essential state services work. By and
large, those of us who have watched
Kentucky state government for many
years know that the vast- majority of
state workers give a full day's work for
the comparatively low pay they
receive. It is a state employee, after all,
who intervenes on the part of the consumer in Utility Regulatory Commission hearings; a state employee who
processes state income tax refunds; a
state employee who works with disturbed children; and a state employee who
fills the potholes in Kentucky's
highways.
Rather than putting state employees
down,Kentuckians ought to be cheering
efforts like those of the commission to
improve the conditions under which
state employees work. After all, it is an
old business adage that a happy
employee is a good employee. And that,
of course, is good for business, whether
it sells fried chicken or provides state
government services.

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

Is It Pulling For The Royals,
Or Simply Against Pete Rose?
I'm always amazed at the way this
country gets swept up into a feverish
pitch when baseball's World Series roll
-around. This year is no exception,
perhaps even more so after that exciting five-game playoff series between
the Houston Astros and the
Philadelphia Phillies.
Frankly, I was secretly rooting for
the Astros in that pennant playoff. Had
they won, it would have been their first
' time in a World Series. And, too, I wanted them to win it "for ,JR." J. R. is
J.R. Richards, and until he suffered'a
stroke a few weeks back, was their best
pitcher. Many think he's the best pitcher in baseball today. So, his teammates wanted desperately to win it for
him—and they almost did.
Philadelphia, on the other hand,
hasnlfren in a World Series since 1950,
so tly well deserved a trip, too. I'm
kind of an underdog supporter, I sup-
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The Story Of 0_

—469

Calloway County
1822-1976

10 Years Ago
Army PFC Herbert T. Collins, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward T. Collins of
Murray Route 2, recently received the
Combat Infantryman Badge while serving in Vietnam.
Miss Ann Herron, associate director
of libraries at Murray State University,
has been chosen as "Outstanding
College and Reference Librarian of
1970" by the Kentucky Library
Trustees Association.
Deaths reported include Clyde Nanney, Boone Hill, 94, and Donna Elaine
Cloys,infant girl.
A tree, commemorating the 25th anniversary of the founding of the United
Nations, will be planted on the Murray
State University campus on Oct. 23 by
the Murray Rotary Club, according to
Max B. Hurt,club president.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Darrell Broach on Oct. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. George Marine of
Kirksey will observutheir 56th wedding
anniversary on Oct. 25.

Elfg

Brown Brings Business
Outlook To State
FRANKFORT — Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr., who ran and was elected on the proposition that Kentucky state government needed a businessman at the
helm,lost little time in trying to bring a
business outlook to state government.
Early this year, within only months of
taking office, he created the Governor's
Executive Management Commission,
made up of 92 largely Kentucky
business and industry executives whose
firms donated several weeks of their
time to study and evaluate state agencies, their practices and methods of
operation with the aim of making
recommendations about more efficient
and less costly operation.
The results of the commission's study
were released last week. It cost 8239,000
to prepare, a small expense when compared to the million-dollar consultant
contracts that state agencies hand
around. The commission report is contained in two volumes of nearly 350
pages and 815 separate recommendations that cover every facet of state
government. Many of the agency
evaluations and recommendations also
contain comments from the agencies
themselves,some of them in agreement
with that the businessmen found and
others objecting to specific items in the
commission report.
Admittedly, the average Kentuckian
will likely have little interest in what
the Governor's Executive Management
Commission has to say, or how state
government reacts to its recommendations. But, in many areas—especially
those that call for better accounting
procedures and stricter accountability
for programs and personnel the recommendations can mean an improvement
in the cost and quality of state services
that the people of Kentucky receive.
Of particular interest here in
Frankfort are recommendations concerning state personnel policies, some
of which may not necessarily please all
state employees. Yet, on the whole, the
commission's recommendations are
aimed at a better trained, more professional state employee work force in
which merit raises are granted for
meritorious work and promotions and
Merit System job security are based on

Looking Back

By Doterthy and Kerby Jennings
GiSPesiOnt. 1978
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Marvin Wrather, executive officer of MSU and president of the
Alumni Association, was named acting president of the school after
Dr. Ralph Woods suffered a severe heart attack, subsequently
tendering his resignation as president Jan. 8, 1968.
Fair days were the usual run of the mill, however adding a
car stunt exhibition to thrill and fill the youngsters with new daredevil maneuvers as if the bouncy lads needed instruction in the art
already mastered in midnight drags. Rita Hurd, former queen,
crowned the 1967 winner, Phyllis Cunningham, daughter of the
Charles Finneys of Murray.
Bright boys from either Frankfort or Washington swarm like
flies lapping molasses, nuisances in either case,- to fulfill missions of
enlightenment called "studies of feasibility," "engineering survey,"
or any other convenient sophomoric term to disguise job featherbedding. The mania has become an ever-ending bureaucratic
plague that neither Freud norpenicilin could eradicate, but remains
a common political pestilence to be endured with stoicism as an
incurable insult to native intelligence. The 1967 traffic study carbuncle was lanced when a highway engineer recommended Main,
Poplar, 4th and 5th streets two-way traffic pattern be converted
into one-way thoroughfares to an astonished 115 residents assembled
at a public hearing. An overwhelming majority disapproved. ,Although the mayor previously recommended the change, city council
members dropped the plan like a hot potato July 27. Representatives
from commercial establishments sharply objected to the switcheroo.
Another recommendation originating within the Citizens Advisory Commission proposed four-laning of Main Street. It, too,
bit the dust in disgust. Proponents of drastic traffic pattern changes
In Murray have repeatedly forecast gloom and doom unless changes
are made, however 12 years later Murray appears to be doing
business as usual.
Supt. Robert W. Huie of the water and sewer system died
from a heart attack Sept. 17, 1967. The 443 year old administrator
had been employed by the city 20 years. He was buried in the
City Cemetery. Friends of Rob's contributed $4,530 for a lasting
water fourtafturiemorial at the corner of Olive and North gith- streets,
location of the water and sewer offices, where the popular gentleman had previously indicated he wished to see one constructed some
day. John Trotter was appointed to fill the office vacancy.
To Be Continued

pose, and felt like the Astros were the
underdogs in that matchup.
I've been a New York Yankee fan since the days of Babe Ruth, Lou Gerhig,
Joe DiMaggio, Red Railing and on
down through the years, but in their
series with Kansas City, I was happy to
see Kansas City win.
The Yankees have been in a lot of
World Series, and have won 22 world
championships, while the Royals -although trailing the Phillies 2 games to
3 at the moment — had never been in a
series.
So, I was hoping Houston and Kansas
City would be in the series, mainly, I
suppose, to get some new names and
faces in the record books.
+++
In the series, I have been pulling for
the Royals — for no Particular reason
upon which I can put my finger other
than the fact that I can't stand Pete
Rose.
Yes, I know he's a great baseball
player. I respect his ability on the field,
and he's a cinch for baseball's Hall of
Fame at Codperstown, N.Y. But I've
never had much respect for him otherwise, even when he was so popular with
the Cincinnati Reds.
The way he came into home plate in
that game at Houston and hit the Astro
catcher in the jaw with his elbow (I'm
sure you saw the picture. It was in all
the papers) I thought was the epitome
of unsportsmanlike conduct.
It would have tickled me to have seen
that catcher get up and belt him into the
third row of seats. The late Thurman
Munson of the Yankees probably would
have done so.
Granted, Rose is a good ball player.
There's'no question about that, and he
scares Me more than any of the Phillies
when he comes to bat.
+++
While you're at it, you might add to
your list of lookalikes: Houston Astro
manager Bill Virden and retired
Murray State industrial education
professor George Lilly.
During one of the Astro-Phillies
games, Virden was shown on the
television screen leaning over the
dugout rail, calmly taking in the action
on the field, when I turned to Cathryn
and asked, "Of whom does he remind

Capitol Ideas
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The 1980
races for Congress have produced a few
attention-drawing and unusual campaigns.
In California, for instance, the suburban San Diego seat of retiring
Republican Rep. Bob Wilson is being
sought by a Democrat whose name is
also flob Wilson, although there is no
relation between the two.
In fact, retiring congressman Wilson
supports GOP candidate Rill Lowery
and has appeared in local advertisments urging his constituents not to
vote for him again — that is not to vote
for anyone on the ballot named "Bob
Wilson."
Similar confusion may arise in New
York, where incumbent Republican
Rep. S. William Green is seeking reelection from Manhattan's East Side
district against Democratic challenger
Mark J. Green, the former director of
Ralph Nader's Congress Watch.
And in Kansas, Republican Rep. Jim
Jeffries is being challenged by Sam
Keys, who is the former husband of the
woman Jeffries ousted from the seat
two years ago: Democrat Martha Keys.
While in Congress, Martha Keys
divorced Sam Keys and married Rep.
Andrew Jacobs Jr., D-Ind. But that
hasn't stopped Jeffries from calling
Keys a "carbon copy"of his ex-wife.
Back in California, the Democratic
woman challenging Republican Rep.
Dan I.ungren has only one name —
Simone — and that's how she'll appear
on the ballot. If the 51-year-old lawyer
from Los Alamitos wins, it will present
a new challenge for the keeper of the

you?"
'Without hesitation, she replied,
"George Lilly." Several others also
noticed the resemblance.
+++
Sitting there in front of our TV set
seeing the series games far better than
any of the shivering fans in even the
most expensive seats, I couldn't help
but recall the way we used to cover a
World Series game when I was sports
editor of The Mayfield Messenger well
before the days of television.
Presstime at the Messenger in those
days was 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and
we could get type set and in the page
forms, or chases, as they called them,
as late as 2:30, depending on the
pressman's disposition. If it was
something really important, he would
hold until almost 3, but he had to roll
soon after that if the papers were to
make the mails at the post office.
Most World Series games were
played in the east then, which put them
an hour ahead of our Mayfield time, so
the games would start about noon.
Everybody up and down the street
would have a radio tuned to the game.
Some merchants, like J. A. Olive at his
furniture store, would set a big radio set
out on the street around which people
would gather on brief stopovers to
listen.
My job at The Messenger — an idea
devised some years before and long
practiced by the editor, Nathan (Fatty)
Yates — was to sit by a radio in the office and type out the game, play-byplay, inning-by-inning as it was broadcast.
As each inning was completed, we
would rush this into the back shop to be
set up in type. By the time the game
was over, we had it all in type, in the
page and ready to go.
The old inning-by-inning account in
the papers is a thing of the past now,
with millions of people right on top of
every pitch and every play by way of
television.
I guess it was fellows like me across
the country who were picking it up from
the radio for the newspapers in those
days that resulted in them coming up
with the little ditty — "and any
reproduction of this broadcast is strictly prohibited. etc."
By TOM RA UM
vote tote board in the House chamber.
In Indiana, Republican David G.
Crane is mounting his own effort to
complicate the tote board. If he beats
incumbent Democrat David W. Evans,
he'll be the third Crane listed, joining
brothers Philip Crane and Daniel
Crane, both Republican congressmen
from Illinois.
The 1980 House campaigns also include three candidates repudiated by
their own parties — one in Caliornia
and two in Michigan.
In southern
California, the
Democratic candidate is Tom Metzger,
grand dragon of the California Ku Klux
Klan. He faces Republican Rep. Clair
W. Burgener, who is favored. State
Democrats quickly moved to
disassociate themselves from Metzger
after he won the nomination.
A similar race is in Michigan's 15th
District, where the Republican candidate seeking to unseat incumbent
Democrat William D. Ford also
preaches white supremacy.
The candidate, Gerald R. Carlson of
Dearborn, is a former member of the
Nazi Party, the John Birch Society and
the Ku Klux Klan.
And in Michigan's nearby 17th
District, the Republican nominee is
Alfred Lawrence Patterson — who was
a patient of a local psychiatric hospital
when he won an unexpected landslide
victory over two GOP opponents In the
Aug.5 primary.
He was an unknown even to local
Republicans, who suggest that voters
probably confused him with L. Brooks
patterson, a popular local prosecutor.

Army Sgt. First Class James S. Stubblefield,son of Mr.and Mrs.Stanford S.
Stubblefield, has been assigned to the
Seventh Infantry Division in Korea.
Deanna Hughes, Crossville, Ill., has
been chosen football queen and will be
presented at the 28th annual
homecoming at Murray State College.
Her attendants are Nancy Owen and
Sandra Hayden,both of Kuttawa.
Mrs. Kirk A. Pool, Murray, vice
director of District One of the Business
and Professional Women's Club, attended the fall roundup held Oct. 15 and
16 at the Kenlake Hotel.
Ann Herron, Laurie W. Ikerd, Rezina
Senter, and LaJean Widins of Murray
State College will attend,* meeting of
the Kentucky Library Association Oct.
27 to 29 at Owensboro.
Alfred Lindsey came out victorious.
Sunday in the final runoff to select
Murray's contender for TV Bowling
over WPSD on Oct. 22.
Sugar is listed as selling for 98 cents
for 10 pounds in the ad for Parker Food
Market this week.

30 Years Ago
The Blood River Baptist Church is
being. rebuilt on the land, donated by
Mrs. Gladys Scott of Murray, located
on the Concord-Hamlin Road near Kentucky Lake, according to the building
committee composed of James Wilson,
Gus A. Hall,and Lorene Farmer.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Iva C.
Morris and Oda McDaniel.
Tinuny Shelton and Bobby McDougal
who attended the Dairy Show at Indianapolis, Ind., and Dan Shipley who
attended the national convention of the
Future Farmers of America at Kansas
City, Mo., spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. All three are
members of the Murray Training
School Chapter of the FFA.
John Downs, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Downs, is now taking recruit
training with the U. S. Navy at San
Diego,Cal.
Miss Ola Brock, second grade critic
teacher at the Murray Training School,
spoke on "Music of Yesterday" at the
meeting of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 21, the 295th
day of 1980. There are 71 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 21, 1972, North Vietnam's
Premier Phan Van Dong said his
government was ready to accept a
cease-fire as the first step toward settling the Vietnam War.
On this date:
In 1805, England's Lord Nelson
defeated the Franco-Spanish fleet at
Trafalgar but was mortally wounded.
In 1879, Thomas Alva Edison invented the electric lamp.
Ten years ago: A Nobel prize was
awarded to American scientist Norman
Borlaug for his work in the so-called
"green revolution" to increase food
production.
Five years ago, a U.S.-Soviet agreement was reached that would make the
United States the biggest western importer of Soviet oil.
One year ago, Israeli Prime Minister
Begin's government was rocked by the
resignation of Foreign Minister Moshe
Dayan.
Today's birthday: Baseball hall-offamer Whitey Ford is 52.
Thought for today: When you have
eliminated the impossible, whatever remains, however improbable, must be
the truth — Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
English writer (1859-19301.
""v
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest. .'
Editors reserve" the right to
condens*--,or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky,42071.
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Home Buyers Might Save Money By Comparing Settlement Prices
By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer

often go unchallenged because
of lack of competition, the findings reveal.
WASHINGTON ( API
"With the exception of morHome buyers might "'save
tgage -lending, active price
thousands of dollars by com- competition
tends not to exist
paring prices for settlement in settlement
service markets.
services ranging from inPrices appear to be higher
surance to legal and broker's
than they would be if markets
fees, just as they shop for
were more competitive," the
favorable mortgage terms, a
study said.
new study finds.
The study by the consulting
The costs for those services firm
of Peat, Marwick, Mit-

41)
llins, son of
Collins of
eceived the
/ while serdr director
University,
/utstanding
brarian of
, Library

chel & Co. is due to be
delivered to the Department
of Housing and Urban
Development within a week. A
draft of the 25-page executive
summary was obtained by
The Associated Press.
The study is expected to
play a major role in the department's recommendations to
Congress for tightening a law
designed to protect consumers
when they buy homes. The

recommendations are due
early next year.
The Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act of 1974 was
aimed at giving consumers
more information so that they
can shop for the services
required in buying homes.
Drafters of the law felt the added
information
would
stimulate competition and
hold down prices.
The consulting company

studied records on 18,000 home
sales and conducted intentiews with a sample of
home buyers, home sellers
and providers of settlement
services in Boston, Denver,
Los Angeles, St. Louis, Seattle,„Washington, Jacksonville,
Flat,and San Antonio, Texas.
The study found that settlement charges, not including
fees to real estate agents,
averaged $2,030, or 3.7 percent

of the average sales price of
$54,864 When agents' fees
were listed in the records,
they. were 5.8 percent of the
sales price, or considerably
more than all other settlement
costs combined,
The study aLso concluded, as
have others, that real estate
agents in a given area almost
always charge the same percentage of the sales price,
such as 6 percent of the price.

21yde Nannna Elaine
he 25th anthe United
he Murray
Oct. 23 by
cording to

"This finding, when considered along with the long
history
broker
of
organizations seeking to mainlain a single commission rate,
strongly suggests that
prevailing commission rates
are not determined in a cornpetitive market setting," it
said.
Those who
ll title insurance, provide mortgate in.surance and prepare legal

documents usually are not
chosen by the home buyers
who pay their fees, the study
said. Instead, they often obtain their business through
referrals from real estate
brokers, lenders and real
estate lawyers. Their fees
probably would be lower if
they competed for customers'
business, instead of relying on
referraLs, the study said.
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Passing Game Earnslr
Gibbs OVC Honor
David Hibbitts
Sports Editor
Murray Ledger &Times

NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)—
Murray State quarterback
Gino Gibbs was named OVC
Offensive Player of the Week
for his role in the Racers' 38-6
win over Middle Tennessese.
Gibbs, from Savannah, Ga.,
passed for 248 yards and two
touchdowns in just three quarters of play.
State
Morehead
A
linebacker who set a school
record 19 tackles in his team's
20-14 victory over Youngstown
'State last Saturday night is the
Ohio Valley Conference
Defensive Player of the Week.
from
Gooch,
Dan
Hawesville, Ky., also tied a
school record by participating
in 23 defensive plays. They in-

cluded one tackle for a loss
and a fumble recovery.
Eastern Kentucky's David
Hill is the league's Rookie of
the Week after turning in nine
tackles, nine assists and a
quarterback sack in his
team's 25-6 win over East Tennessee State, a Southern Conference member. Hill, a
linebacker, is from Miami.
Also singled out for their
outstanding play last weekend
were offensive linemen Greg
Gallas of Western Kentucky,
Vernon Broadnax of Murray
State and Kevin Greve of
Eastern Kentucky.
The Player of the Week
selections are made by the
OVC Commissioner's office in
Nashville.

Gottfried Exhibits Class
In Not Running Up Score

•

The final margin could have
been so much worse than the
38-6 beating Murray State
gave Middle Tennessee Saturday, and therein lies the
testimony to the class of MSU
head football coach Mike Gottfried.
Gottfried has "only" the
number one team in Division
I-AA college foo(ball, and he
knows that his team's position
in the polls will be instrumental in how it fares
when the four teams are selected for the playoffs at the end
of the regular season.
So, why did he not go ahead
and pour on the steam while
his team was having its best
day of the season offensively,
netting 504 total yards, while
giving up only 151 to the
struggling Blue Raiders.
As Gottfried recognized after the game,this was a young
Middle Tennessee team, one
which had been stung more
than id share in only its first
four games.
It was a team that was
playing with the same intensity at the end of the first
half that it was at the beginning of the game. In the last
two quarters, it drove for its
only touchdown and held MSU
tailback Nick Nance to just
four yards in five carries.
MTSU head coach Boots
Donnelly has emphasized
discipline to the letter in his
program, and one day it will
return to him the winning
team he is due.
There never was a hint of a
team that seemed bent on
taking the game beyond Donnelly's coaching, as there was
when six of his players were
suspended for a flagrant outbreak of assault on the
sideline against Morehead
State earlier in the season.
There was certainly no excuse for what those players
, given afternoon,
did on that
but having seen both of those
teams fall by decisive
margins to Murray State,
there was a distinct difference
in how the two teams reacted
to the frustrations of being
totally out of their respective
games.
On more than one occasion
during the later stages of
Murray's game at Morehead,
the home team's frustrations
came within an eyelash of
flaring up into a similar incident to the one that occurred
against Middle.
Only the calm restraint and
some steadying words from
the Racer coaches kept the
MSU team from perhaps
becoming embroiled in further confrontations.
But to the last tick of the
clock this past Saturday, the
Blue Raiders played hard, but
Clean football. One fflay comes
to mind when drawing the line
between what does and does
not constitute staying within
the boundaries of the game.
In the third quarter, MTSU
strong safety Dennis Mix had

broken through the MSU offensive line to smack Nance
for a five-yard loss. There
may not have a harder blow
struck during the game.
But as Mix leaped in the air,
perhaps a trifle excessively,in
a moment of jubilation from
showing that his team can
play when it gains more consistency, there never was a
hint that he was trying to taunt
Nance.
It was quite the contrary in
Morehead that Saturday when
a Golden Eagle defender
broke through the MSU line as
David Tuck was punting for
the Racers and, intentionally
or not, drove his helmet
squarely into Tuck's.
The stage may have been
set for that play earlier when a
few overeager Morehead
tacklers had Racer tailback
Hudspeth
Lindsey
unquestionably stopped but
proceeded to carry him
almost onto the concrete just
past the sideline. There was
Just one deterrence to their
going any farther — it was the Murray State sideline.
There is no reason to
question that Ohio Valley Conference commissioner Jim
Delany took the proper action
when he handed down the
penalties as he did. But
somewhere there seems to be
missing some understanding
of the motives and the intentions.
Donnelly has never condoned the wrongdoing of his
players, saying that such
behavior will not be accepted
in his program. But in the
game,
Murray-Morehead
there never appeared to be an
effort to keep the Morehead
players completely under control.
The only difference was that
the Morehead team seemed to
know just how far it could go
without crossing over the
jurisdiction of the officials on
the field. It is unfortunate that
those few players on a young
MTSU team could not have
been prepared to deal with
that style of play.

the time," Gottfried said after
the MTSU game. "I have felt
good about it all year. I knew
it would take time."
Murray State defensive end
Glenn Jones sensed the approaching challenge posed by
four straight rugged opponents. Jones said Saturday
that he thought the defense
was jelling in time for the
homestretch.
Offensive coordinator Tom
Walsh also sounded like a man
more preoccupied with what
lay ahead rather than with the
job he had already put behind
him. He picked the MTSU
game apart, pointing toward
improvements that would
have to be made to get through
the rest of the season.
"We are looking down the
road to four tough games," he
said, speaking for the whole
team. "When you start facing
top notch opposition, it is the
little things that beat you.
"We cannot the same
luxuries we have had against
good defenses.
.!`We will be better when Lindsey comes back (at his
tailback position). We will
need him against a physical
team like Akron.
"Nick )Nance) came back
well. He will ram it up the
middle. If there is not a hole,
he will make one."

Murray State University's Racers moved bock into sole
possession of the number one spot in the Notional Collegiate
Athletic Association Division I-AA football poll this week
following their 38-6 shellacking of Ohio Volley Conference
opponent Middle Tennessee State University.
The Racers, who had been tied with South Carolina at the
poll for the post two weeks, edged ahead by one vote this
week.
Western Kentucky University maintained its fourth place
ranking in the poll while Eastern Kentucky moved up from
seventh to fifth place.
The Top 10 teams in the I-AA football poll, with this
season's records and points, are:
7-0-0 45
1. Murray State
7-0,0 44
2. S. Carolina St
4-0-2 39
3. Lehigh
6-0-0 36
4. W. Kentucky
5-1-0 31
5. E. Kentucky
5-1-0 31
(tie) Connecticut
5-2-0 26.
7. Boise State
5-1-0 24
8. Boston Univ
4-1-0 21
9. Massachusetts
5-1-0 14
10. Delaware
5-1-0 14
(tie)Alcorn State
5-1-0 14
(tie)Grambling
4-1-1 14
(tie) Nevado-Reno

Frey Fighting To The End

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
PHILADELPHIA (API —
Jim Frey shifted a wad of
tobacco big as a baseball from
his left cheek to his right
cheek, splashed the dugout
steps and said equivocally:
"I've got the best team in
baseball."
Those are strong, fighting
words, and the clerkish little
skipper will have to prove
them when he sends his Kansas City Royals against the
Philadelphia Phillies in the
World Series showdown
tonight and, if necessary,
Wednesday.
Frey's minions may or may
not become the baseball
champions of the entire world
but they can take their Series
swag and go home with one
As rapidly as Murray consolation — they have capState's offensive line had been tured the hearts of the counwidening the holes for its run- try.
They are the people's
ning game, the loss of senior
tackle Vernon Broadnax. to choice.
First of all, they are new
knee surgery this week will
require a comparable level of kids on the block, actually
response to that shown by the born only 12 years ago in this
defense when safety Terry bearded old pastime which is
Love was sidelined earlier in more than 100 years old. They
the season.
have never been in a World
The career of Broadnax,sin- Series before.
ce he has been at Murray
They are, as a team, fresh,
State, has been chronicled easy-going, and amenable in
from every pound he has sharp contrast to the Phillies
gained and lost to his mere who, except for Tug McGraw
presence whenever he has ap- and Pete Rose,are generally a
sulking, brooding and even, at
peared on film.
Now, the main concern and times,insulting outfit.
Their keystone — and exhope is that he has a speedy
recovery, with the assistance cuse the pun — is George
and encouragement of those Brett. He has emerged inwho have followed his every disputably as baseball's new
With three conference wins footstep.
Golden Boy, a super hero who
can be mentioned in the same
behind them and four very
The Murray State basket- breath with Reggie Jackson,
stingy opponents left, the
Murray State coaches and ball team has been picked as Bjorn Borg, Jack Nicklaus,
players were already looking the favorite in the Ohio Valley Arnold Palmer and O.J. Simahead to those last four games Conference in this year's pson.
To baseball buffs, Brett is
just after their win over Mid- edition of Street & Smith's
not and never has been a
Basketball magazine.
dle Tennessee.
Despite the losses of center stranger — but rather a hitIt is a measure of how much
farther Gottfried has brought Allen Mann and forward Gary ting genius, superior fielder,
the MSU program that his Hooker, the Racers have been quick on the bases and a conteam has been able to compile tabbed to nose out Western sistent .300 hitter, who this
the expected wins to reach a 7- Kentucky, which was also hit year challenged the elusive
.400 mark right down to the
0 record and 15 straight hard by graduation.
regular season victories.
The magazine, which star- end, ultimately batting .390.
But his stature has been
But Akron, Eastern Ken- ted its basketball coverage in
tucky, Austin Peay and cer- the 1070's and has been enlarged immeasurably by his
tainly Western Kentucky are perused annually with keen in- expainire to national attention
ciMatte of turning that streak terest by coaches and fans in the World Series. He has
around completely if the alike, picked Kentucky to be moved from the sports arena
Racers were to falter from the the number one team in the into everybody's sitting room.
Hollywood handsome —
improvements they have been country, with defending chamshowing game by game.
pion Louisville second and last blond with steel blue eyes —
with a boyish charm, he, as
have been opening up year's regular season
Arnold Palmer of old, is
our offense more and more all darlings, DePaul,third.

GINO GIBBS (LEFT) was named the Ohio Valley Conference's offensive player of the
week for his 248-yard, two-touchdown passing performance against Middle Tennessee. It was the first time this season that a Murray State player has won the offensive award. Glenn Jones(right) was the MSU defensive player of the week while Anthony Robbins(not pictured) was named the team's top player on offense.

Carlton Is Man Who Can
Clinch Series For P.hilly

Division I-AA Poll

A SWARMING MTSU DEFENSE showed that second year coach Boots Donnelly's
football team was not going to quit against Murray State this past Saturday even
though the Racers won by a comfortable 38-6 margin.

aestalliat

By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The Philadelphia Phillies can
wrap it all up tonight, and the
man with the wrapping paper
and ribbon in his hands is
Steve Carlton.
Philadelphia's left-handed
pitching ace will take the
mound at about 8:15 p.m. EDT
in Game Six of the 1980 World
Series with Kansas City. At
that moment, he will be only
27 outs from giving the
Phillies their first world
championship in the 80 years
the franchise has existed.
' A man of ultimate
achievement, he has won two
Cy Young awards' and
probably will claim his third
for a 24-9 performance and
2.34 earned run average in
1980.
He went into a silent act
about five years ago, and
speaks only to a select group
which includes his wife,
Beverly, tbeir two children
and a few close friends. What
he is feeling at this very
moment is his secret, but he is
known as a master of concentration.
He practices Eastern
religions and the martial arts.
He plugs his ears with cotton
when pitching to shut out
distractions. His expressions
on the mound — twitching and
, stretching his facial muscles
— are calculated and
ritualized for a purpose only
he fully knows.
His isolation is almost total,
and his disregard for
achievements is storied. He
never did pick up his second
Cy Young award; it still sits in
the Phillies clubhouse-.
"The one amazing capacity
he has is to concentrate and
adjust his game," says
Phillies catcher Bob -Biakie.
"He adjusts as well as any pitcher in the game. He can

making housewives gush and
scream.
teeny-boppers
They're all rushing the concession stands for Brett buttons, caps,jerseys and trading
cards.
It isn't simply his ability
that created this new
charisma. It's his low key,
down-to-earth'personality. He
comes across strictly as a
good guy, which he is.
Brett showed his true mettle
when he was hit in midseries
last week by an ailment not
normally discussed in polite
circles, hemorrhoids. He
became the target of a hundred jokes. This didn't faze
him. He came back and had
more jokes about himself than
anybody. He showed class and
style.
On Saturday when he was
decked by a knockdown pitch,
he never said a word. But
Frey did, and his manager immediately was challenged by
Pete Rose, defending his pitcher, Dickie Noles.
In yesterday's cutline under
"Rose," he said, "plays the pictures of the Murray
baseball as it should be State quarterbacks, backup
played."
quarterback Mike Borowiak,
Brett is just one of the per- who threw for 27 yards on two
sonalities that give the Royals completions in two attempts,
a unique and captivating was inadvertently referred to
touch.
as Jeff Borowiak.

change completely from one
inning to another.
"He might lose his ability to
control his slider in one inning," Boone said, "but you
stick with it because you know
he'll make some adjustment,
and it'll be back the next inning."
Right-hander Rich Gale, 139 this season, will be the man
charged with keeping Kansas
City in the game until the
Royals hitters can fathom
Carlton.
"I said before we're going to
have to beat Steve Carlton to
win this thing," Gale said.
"Now we're at that point. You
either beat Carlton, or we lose
it in six."
In their 12 years, the Royals
had not gotten past the
American League playoffs
before this year. They lost the
first two games of the Series in
Philadelphia, then took the first two of their three-game
homestand. Philadelphia won
4-3 on Sunday, and now can
put an early end to only their
third World Series appearance
since being born in 1900.
Perhaps like no other pitcher in baseball today,
Carlton has the power to completely dominate a ballgame.
He worked an incredible 304
innings during the regular
season, another 121-3 in the
playoffs and went eight in-

nings in his winning start in
Game Two of the Series. In his
38 regular season starts, he
never failed to go at least six
innings, and he pitched 13
complete games with three
shutouts.
"He is a pro in every sense
of the word," Boone said. "He
concentrates as well or better
than any player along with his
outstanding talent."
In his previous World Series
start, Gale worked 41-3 innings without a decision
Friday in Game Three, which
the Royals won at home 4-3 in
10 innings. He gave up seven
hits and two runs in his brief
and ineffective stint.
"Friday was my first chance at postseason play of any
kind," Gale said. "Hopefully,
I'll be more relaxed. I'll just
go about my business as usual
on Monday and Tuesday. I'll
go out to dinner with my wife
and in-laws on Monday night,
get a good night's sleep and be
ready.
"The game's just not on my
back. I've got 24 other guys to
help out there, too," Gale said.
If necessary, Phils Manager
Dallas Green said he would go
with Game Three starter Dick
Ruthven Wednesday night,
while Royals Manager Jim
Frey will go back to Dennis
Leonard, who started the first
and fourth games.
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Roger Owens, The Peanut Man , will be at
Saturday's game. entertaining ,,the fans as he
sells peanuts and throws the bags to the fans in
a variety of ways Owens has gained national
lame for his antics, which originated when he
\worked primarily for the Lot Angeles Dodgers
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So. Mississippi Ranking Almost Too Much
By The Associated Press
recognition."
Alabama, seeking an unCoach Bobby Collins of the
Collins said he felt neither precedented third consecutive
undefeated
Southern Southern
Mississippi's national championship,
Mississippi football team says schedule nor the fact that his claimed the No.1 position for
its almost too much to team was an independent had the sixth week in a row after
believe.
hindered it in the Eagles' defeating Tennessee 27-0. The
Making The Associated (plat for big time status.
Tide received 57 of 63 firstPress college football poll for
"I think we've played the place ballots and 1,250 of a
the first time ever. Being 6-0. type schedule (in recent possible 1,260 points from a
And playing the No.1 team in years) that would be in favor nationwide panel of sports
the country.
of our receiving national writers and broadcasters.
"It's quite a challenge. It's recognition, including the
Southern California's 7-7 tie
something you dream about. Southeastern
Conference with unranked Oregon allowed
It could only happen in schools, Florida State and Texas to climb from third to
America," Collins said Mon- Tulane," he said. "And the second with two first-place
day.
major independents do get ballots and 1,147 points.
Texas moved into second recognition. Just look at Notre Southern Cal, which had been
place behind Alabama in the Dame and Florida State."
second,slipped to eighth.
poll Monday while Southern
Southern Mississippi, which
UCLA was up from fourth to
Mississippi, Alabama's next has two victories and a tie in third with the other four firstopponent, made the rankings 19 games with Alabama; will place votes and 1,108 points.
for the first time.
not be traveling to Tuscaloosa Both Texas and UCLA were
"We are certanly pleased simply to look good against idle last weekend.
that we cracked the Top Twen- the Crimson Tide,Collins said.
Notre Dame, Georgia,
ty and I feel our team is very
"That's just not the way we Florida State and Nortii
deserving," Collins said. We play. We're not going to play Carolina all won Saturday and
have accomplished another of just to look respectable. We're moved up one spot in the
our goals and I hope-our play preparing the best We can to reshuffled Top Ten.
this week justifies this win," he said.
Nebraska went from 10th to

player of the
Middle Tenwon the of.ek while An-

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

ninth while Ohio State slipped
from ninth to 10th behind
Southern Cal with 728 points
despite a 27-17 victory over Indiana.
The Second Ten consists of
Baylor, Pittsburgh, Penn
State, South Carolina, Arkansas, Missouri, Oklahoma,
Washington, Brigham Young
and Southern Mississippi.
Last week, it was Pitt, Penn
State, Baylor, Arkansas,
South Carolina, Missouri,
Oklahoma, Miami Fla.),
Iowa State and Stanford.
However, Miami lost to
Mississippi State 34-31, Iowa
State bowed to Kansas 28-17
and Stanford was beaten by
Washington, which returned
to the rankings after a threeweek absence. Briigham
Young made it for the first
time this season' by hammering Utah State 70-46 and
.Southern Mississippi boosted
its record to 6-0 with a 35-0 rout
of Arkansas State.

Bowling Green Earns No.4 In State 4-A
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Bowling Green and Ashland Daviess County. Madison Cenwere Lexington Tates Creek, tral suffered its first loss in
which lost 16-14 to Lexington nine games — a 12-6 setback to
Henry Clay, and Christian Montgomery County — and
County, a 24-0 loser to top- slipped to third.
ranked Paducah Tilghman.
Because of FranklinLouisville Bishop David, 8-0, Simpson's loss, Newport
continued to dominate the Jef- assumed the No. 1 ranking in
ferson County 4-A ratings this 3-A with 11 of 15 votes. The
week. The Falcons collected Wildcats improved to 9-0 with
every first-place vote after an 18-6 victory over Erlanger
blanking St? Xavier 13-0. The Scott.
Tigers, now 6-2, dropped from
Woodford County, 8-0, got
third to fifth.
three votes and moved up to
Butler, 8-0, was again second after scuttling Boubon
second after whipping County 21-0. Fort Thomas
Southern 20-3. while Moore and Highlands, 7-1, thumped
Trinity moved up to third and Simon Kenton 33-8 and
fourth, respectively. The remained fourth. Union CounMustangs, 8-0, trounced ty, 6-2, remained No. 5 with
Valley 40-6 and Trinity, 7-1, one vote after shading Owenwhitewashed DeSales 14-0.
sboro Catholic 16-0.
Tilghman, 7-0, was a
There was no change in
unanimous No. 1 choice in Class 2-A, where top-ranked
State 4-A, followed by Owen- Mayfield, 7-1, trounced Trigg
sboro, 7-1, which moved up
.County 40-8 and received eight
with a 14-7 victory over votes.

Second-ranked Fort Campbell, 8-0, ripped Todd County
Central 62-7 and received four
votes. Third-ranked Bardstown, .8-0,
bested
Elizabethtown 22-6 and landed
three votes. No. 4 Glasgow, 81, downed Barren County 26-8,
and No. 5 Pikeville, 8-1,
sacked Elkhorn City 58-20.
Paintsville, 7-1, was idle last
week and remained atop the
Class A standings with 11
votes.
Owen County, an 8-0 victor
over highly regarded Richmond Madison, advanced to
second with two votes at 6-1.
Cumberland again was third
at 9-0 and received two votes
after humbling Lone Jack 328. Berea, 8-1, dropped a 21-7
decision to Paris and slipped
two notches to fourth.
Russellville, 6-2, outlasted
Ballard Memorial 28-20 and
remained fifth.

Scoreboard Lights Up In 45-34 Raider Win
By GARY MIHOCES
The Raiders, the team in the the first-quarter with a knee
Associated Press Writer
National Football League with injury.
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The the best Monday night record
Bradshaw said he expects to
Oakland Raiders punted just (14-1-1), took the lead to stay play next week at Cleveland,
twice. The Pittsburgh Steelers with a 21-point second quarter now tied with Houston and Pitpunted just twice.
that gave them a 28-24 half- tsburgh atop the AFC Central.
•
But the scoreboard point time lead. They finished with Lambert's status is uncertain.
totals jumped like the digits on the most points ever by a
A total of 35 points came
a pinball machine as the visitor to Three Rivers during a second quarter that
Raiders beat the Steelers 45-34 Stadium.
ended with Bradshaw in the
in the highest scoring game in
"It was a great victory, a training room undergoing
the history of Monday night heck of a game," said Raiders treatment for a pinched nerve
football.
Coach Tom Flores.
in his left shoulder.
"This was just unusual. I
The 79 total points were the
Bradshaw hurt his shoulder
don't know if it was playing on most in the 101
/
2-years of Mon- on a play which resulted in a
Monday night or what?" said day night games. The old high 39-yard fumble return for a
Steelers cornerback Mel of 77 was matched in touchdown by linebacker Rod
Oakland's 42-35 win over New Martin, giving the Raiders the
Blount.
"I don't know how much of- Orleans last year and in lead at 21-17 with 3:05 left in
fense we had. I don't know if Dallas' 42-35 victory over San the second quarter.
we had as much as they did. Francisco in 1977.
Bradshaw was sacked by
But we got the big plays," said
"I'm proud of our football Cedrick Hardman, jarring the
Raiders quarterback Jim team because it played very, ball loose. Willie Jones
Plunkett, who threw three very well. Oakland just played
touchdown passes, including a little bit better," Coach
two bombs to Cliff Branch.
Chuck Noll said after Pit"I don't know whether to tsburgh fell to 4-3 with its
By ALEX SACHARE
laugh or cry," said Pittsburgh second loss in a row at home,
AP Sports Writer
quarterback Terry Bradshaw, something the Steelers hadn't
The scenario was familiar.
who threw for two touchdowns done since 197L
before he was finally knocked
Pittsburgh began the game Kareem Abdul-Jabbar was on
from the game for the third without injured All-Pros Lynn the bench, injured, and the
and final time with a pinched Swann, Franco Harris and Los Angeles Lakers were winnerve in his shoulder and a John Stallworth. Then it lost ning anyway.
"We've proven, to ourselves
linebacker Jack Lambert in
jammed right thumb.
as well as a lot of other people,
that this is a team," said
Lakers forward Jamaal
Wilkes. And a team gets the
job done, even when its star is
out of action.
It happened last May, when
Abdul-Jabbar missed the sixth
and final game of the playoff
finals at Philadelphia because
of a sprained left ankle. The
result was a Magic show — 42
points, 15 rebounds, seven
assists by rookie Magic Johnson in what may have been the
finest individual performance
in the history of the National
Basketball Association championship series.
Last week it happened
again. Abdul-Jabbar was on
the bench after being poked in
the right eye by Rudy Tomjanovich of Houston during the
Lakers' second game of the
season. He missed two games,
but Los Angeles managed to
win them both anyway,
beating Kansas City 112-107 in
overtime and Phoenix 116-109.
The show must go on. If the
star is out, the supporting cast
With Each Ash 'n Chips you'Ortt,
picks up the slack.
"It is encouraging," said
•3Delicious Fish Fillets
Wilkes, "that we can come out
-Golden Brown French Fries
without Kareem for two
• 2 Southern-Style Hush Puppies
games against ..ro 0 -the betSUNDAY THRU THURSDAY
ter teams ii? the league and at
the end of the games, when it
got tight, we didn't fold. That
has to make-1 you feel real
good."
True, but what made takers
seafood
Coach Paul Westhead feel

recovered the ball and
lateraled to Martin, who ran to.
the end zone.
"I didn't intentionally hurt
Bradshaw," said Hardman.
"We've been friends for a long
time."
Plunkett, who took over at
quarterback
after Dan
Pastorini suffered a broken
leg, hit 13 of 21 passes for 247
yards.
"There's no question about
it. I've matured," said
Plunkett. -"1„ don't throw the
ball as hard as I used to, but I
feel pretty good physically."
Bradshaw, sacked five
times, hit 18 of 27 passes for
299 yards.
"We came back. We tried.
We fought back. But it just
wasn't enough," he said.

Jabbar's Injury Familiar
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By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A pair of early losses knocked
Bowling Green out of the
playoff picture, but the Purples were accorded a measure
of respect today by sportswriters and broadcasters
voting in The Associated
Press high school football poll.
Bowling Green, 7-2, stunned
Franklin-Simpson 9-7 Friday
night and earned the No. 4
ranking in State 4-A.
It was the first loss in eight
games for the Wildcats, who
previously were top-ranked,
but dropped to third in State 3A. .
The only other newcomer to
the standings was Ashland
Blazer, 6-3, which was fifth in
State 4-A after a 21-7 victory
over neighboring Russell of 3A.
Making room in the poll for

Captain D's.

—
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even better was the sight of
the 7400t-2 Abdul-Jabbar back
in action Sunday night. The
Big Fella donned the protective goggles he had worn
earlier in his career and hit 12
of 15 shots, scored 29 points
and grabbed nine rebounds in
32 strong minutes as the
Lakers beat the Golden State
Warriors 125-107.
In that game he became the
third player to hit 10,000 field
goals in his career, joining
Wilt Chamberlain and John
Havlicek.
The defending NBA champions are now 5-0 this season
going into tonight's game at
Portland — 3-0 with AbdulJabbar, 2-0 without him. It's
their best start since the club
moved west from Minneapolis
in 1960.
The Lakers are not an
especially deep team, so they
can ill afford to lose AbdulJa bbar for an extended
period. It's one thing to fill his
sneakers for a game or two,
it's another to try to replace
him for a month or more.
That's why he's taking
precautions.
"I'll probably wear the
goggles a couple of months,"
he said. "They cause a little
bit of a problem, but it's okay
to play with."
When Abdul-Jabbar can't
play, the Lakers go to a more
mobile lineup with 6-6 speedster Michael Cooper joining
the starters. The nominal
pivotman iS either lohnson
listed at 6-8 but closer to 6-9
or 6-11 Jim Chones, but it's a
very fluid situation. Rather
than be bound to set patterns,
the Lakers prefer to go with
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16 Messoun
5-1-0
344
17 Oklahoma
340
215
18 Washington
5-10
147
191ingham Young
5-10
106
6410
71
31So Maasappt

Playoffs At
A Glance
By The Asiortialed Press
Best If Seven
Game On
Philadegina 7. Kama, It) 6
Game Two
Philadelpiva 6, Karria.s City
Game Three
KAMA,City 4. Philadelphia 3
Game Four
Kansas City 5. Phdadelnua
Game Five
Philadelphia 4, Kansas City 3
Philadelphia leads series 3-2
Tuesday's Game
Game She
Kansas (lb
LI-91 at Phil:4deOw(
Carlton. 24441 Iv ,
Wednesday's Game
Game Seven
Kansas Into at Phlaikilphul, in
necessary

Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASKETBALL
Women's Basketball League
NEW JERSEY GEMS -Signed Wanda
Szeremata, Debbie Comene, Janice
Thomas andGad Tatterson
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS—Sigms1
Tom Owen. quarterback. to a one-year
contract
WASHINGTON REDSKINS—Place/
Ra; Wadd), cornerback, on the injured .
reserve list
HOCKEY.
National Hockey League
QUEBEC NORDIQUES—Maurice
Filion, general manager-head coach,
resigned his position as head coach.
Named Michel Bergeron, head coach
Waived Gerry Hart. defenseman.
Recalled Normand Rochefort, defenseman,froin Three Rivers of the Quebec
MaiorJOI1101. Hockey League.
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Let Gibson's Fill
Your Freezer Now!

V".

•
s
4111."

CHECK THESE FREEZER SPECIALS

tru.iy Acres All Green

Baby Limas
Crowder Peas
Butter Peas
Acres
MixedAregetlibles
Blackeye Peas

20 Lb. Box

•
•
•
•

$1L3,9
O

Frosty Acres

•
•

•

20 lb. box $

399

$

329

Frosty Acres

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 lb. box

Frost/

$

411309
$1379

20 lb. box

Frosty Acres

201b, box

•
•
•

100% Pure Ground

.1f#1
I•

Beef Patties

Lb.

$1
57
1

2251.1:L0 325th.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Sides Of Choice Beef $i 37
Guaranteed Tender
I
LB

No Charge For Cutting, Wrapping And Freezing
•
•

Os 0

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

GIBSON HAM CO.

r/

•
•

•
•
Phone
753-1601
107 N. 3rd St.
7:00-12:00 Sat
•
•
•
"Only"Tederal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"
Hours:

7:00-S:00 Mon.-Fri.

•
•
•
•
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• By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
You'll do better when working with a concrete mixture if
you remember these tips.
The water in your mixture,
whether you are starting from
scratch or using a packaged
premix, should be clean enough
lp drink.
The less water you add and
still keep the mixture workable,
the stronger the concrete.
A good rule of thumb when
nixing your own 'ingredients is
no more than au gallons of water per the standard 94-pound
sack of cement.
• Sand that is too wet or too
dr) affects the necessary quantity of water. Deduct one pint
of water from the regular mix
if the sand is too wet; add one
pint if it's too dry.
If you squeeze a handful of
sand, then drop it, the sand is
too wet if this action leaves
your hand wet. If this squeezing move causes the sand to
fall apart rather than compact,
the sand is too dry.
When using a packaged premix, pour out the entire contents of the bag and mix it
yourself without adding water,
since the ingredients may have
separated since they were
packaged. Return to the bag
the amount you don't want at
the moment and keep it dry for
later use, then add water to
what you need.
Although the terms are used
interchangeably., Cement and
concrete are not the same.
Portland cement, which is not a
brand name,is the product that
holds the ingredients together.
Concrete is what you get after
a 'nurture of sand, cement, water and aggregate has hard•
ened.
Vital to the success of a'con-.
crete,project is what is known
as curing. If concrete hardens
too quickly, it lases its strength
and can suffer a variety of other ailments.The trick then is to
prevent it from hardening liltmediately. This is done by.
keeping it damp for several
days — at least six days if that
is possible.

Of course, tbe concrete will
appear to be completely hard
within a day, but don't let that
fool you, If it is in an area
where it as exposed to the sun,
it is especially unportant to
keep it damp. That can be done
in a variety of ways, among •
them covering the ,concrete
with something, such as straw,
plastic, burlap, etc., and then
sprinkling that cover once or
twice a day for about a week.
When a cover cannot be used in
a practical way, hose down the
concrete or otherwise wet it
during the same period.
When putting a new layer Of
concrete over an old, use a
commercial bonding 'agent.

There are other ways to do
this, including acid-etching the
old surface, but the use of a
bonding agent is the easiest.
Remember that there are
many ways that a concrete surface can be made non-slippery
by the manner in which it is
finished before the mixture has
dried. One of the simplest is to
run a broom over the wet surface.
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much helpful information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this newspaper at Box. 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)

Here's the Answer Eig
By ANDY LANG
Al' Newsfeatures
Q. - Whenever it rains, there
is an area in Our front yard
that dues not drain well. If it is
a very heavy rain, there may
be a pond that stays there
three or four days before it finally seeps into the ground. We
have considered several solutions, but finally decided to
regrade the entire yard. What I
want to know is how much
pitch should there be so that
the surface water drains away
from the boos& •
A. —A minimum grade of 1
foot in 100 feet is generally adequate. It would be a good idea
to dig up the trouble section a
little and put down a bed of
gravel an inch or two thick,
then cover with new permeable
soil:
Q. — We recently fought an
existing house, with The mortgage loan insured by the Department of Housing and Urban
Development. Someone from
that government agency came
over and inspected the house a
few months ago. A' short time
later, we got word that our loan

request had been approved.
Now I have been told that the
inspection really didn't mean a
thing and that HUD does not
warrant the house against defects. Is that correct?
A. — Half wrong, half correct. It is wrong that the inspection really didn't mean a
thing. It sure did. It meant that
HUD had appraised the property and determined that it could
and would insure your mortgage loan for a certain amount.
Without that inspection, your
lender would not have given
you a HUD-insured loan for the
requested amount. The correct
part is that the government
agency does not warrant the
house against any latent defects. However, if your house
had just been built, HUD would
have required the builder to
warrant that it conformed substantially to the plans and specifications on which HUD based
its appraisal.
The cellar floor in our
Q.
house is dirt, the kind of dirt
that, is so hard it rarely even
leaves a footprint. A musty
odor has developed. How can
we get rid of it?
A. — Sprinkle the ffoor with
chlorinated lime, commonly
called chloride of lime 'or
bleaching powder. Let it stand
until all mustiness has disappeared, then sweep it up. Incidentally, when an area develops a musty odor, the objectionable smell will usually go
away when the section is
heated and dried, but it's better
to take steps to remove the
odor at once to.prevent mold
growth.
Q. — In one of our rooms, the
walls are made of fiberboard.
They have never been painted.
Can I use a latex paint on
them?
A. — Yes. But since
fiberboard is porous, put on a
first coat of primer-sealer. Because you are using a latex
paint, get a primer-healer of
the same type. Ask your hardware or paint dealer for assistance in making.a selection.

HALLOWEEN
"Book ofTreats"
A great idea for your neighborhood
trick or treaters 10 coupons
per book,redeemable for a free
Children's schooner retail value $100
Offer good only with
adult meal purchase.
One coupon per child Children
12 and under
Expires November 30th.
Now available at Captain D's

(Types of Paint, surface preji-aration, bru:shes, rollers and
many helpful tips are included
in Andy Lang's booklet, "Paint
your House Inside and Out,"
which can be obtained by sending 50 cents PLUS a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477,' Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest
will be answered in the column,
but individual correspondence
cannot be undertaken.)

FOLLOW THE SMART
SHOPPERS TO
JOE SMITH CARPET CENTER
South 4th St, Murray, Ky,

Selected Book Of

Duncan Wallpaper

20%
Mannington

ip Floor
•
Covering

•

Selected Roll
Style ,
Aristocon

20%

Off

Req 54.7

Selected Rolls
•

Vinyl

99
3
$
Per Sq. Yd.

Holm.
4

8-5 Mon. - Fri.
8-4 Sat.

WO

Off

Shag Carpet
$699

All Carpet,
Vinyl 8, Remnants
PRICES SLASHED

DRIVE A LITTLE
— SAVE A LOT —

lb•Mb 0

Per Sq. Yd.

Reg. 58.99

Phone:
753-6660

Windows Should Reflect
Your Personal Lifestyle
Shopping for new windows'? Better decide before-

When stacked,they form an
impressive glakas wall. Because sliders open on horizontal tracks, they operate
easily even in hard-to-reach
locations.
Select Proper Style
Other styles have other
advantages. Awnings,
which open up and out,and
hoppers, which open in and
down,are often used as ventilating units with fixed
sash. Double-hungs, which
operate vertically,suitevery
room and any decor. Sliding
glass doors gic.e easy outside access and floor-to-ceiling visibility.'They expand
living space by making
decks and patios extensions
of rooms.
NWMA .says .there's i)f)
need to worry about the en-

ergy efficiency of large windows and patio doors ifthey
are well-made units. In fact,
large glass areas inn home's
southern wall can actas passive solar collectors during
the winter to help reduce
.
heating bills.
However, the units must
They
insulators.
good
be
should have wood sash—a.
natural insulator, tight factory-applied weatherstriping, and either double-pane.
insulating glass or separate
storm sash.
Get Insulating Glass
Insulating glass is
available in all quality wood
units.
Wood windows in stock
sizes and various styles can
be obtained at Most building
supply outlets.

hapd which style suits you
best. Else you may find yourself saying, "I should have
had a casement! Or,a slider
...bow ...or angle bay!"
The National Woodwork
C it*
Manufacturers Association
NA 065
11.116.11.
lists seven stock wood win"VIM) 400411
.
ROOM
dow styles. Besides those al,•• • W.
:.
.
Z
.
wr:27
ready mentioned, there are
double-hungs, awnings and
hoppers as well as sliding
I Ea
glass patio doors.
FOUR
All provide the "basics"—
111101111.7.
7.,7 I
an •
MOM
•••..
visibility, ventilation and
sunlight. Particular styles
-offer "something extra" because each has design characteristics that suit it to special jobs.
If you're remodeling a
*then,- you need windows
PLO*. PL.
that ventilate well, yet are
THE EXTERIOR OF THIS LONG, LOW,.rustic-looking
easy to reach across thesink
paned
diamond
and
bays
ranch home features projecting
OT countertops:- Casements
casement windows. Inside, both the living room anirthe dinare ideal.They are hinged at
ing room are sunken one step, as is the family room. The
the side and open out to a 90family room includes a cathedral ceiling, built-in bookcases
degree angle. Because they
and a sliding door to the patio. Plan HA1168A has 2,451
operate with a rotary hansquare feet. For more information write — enclosing a
dle, there's no need to
stamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Jerold L.
stretch. .
Axelrod, 275 Broadhollow Rd., Melville, N.Y. 11746.
Capitalize on View
If you want to add elegance to a room orcapitalize
on a view, bow and bay windows have all the right assets. They are classic Colonial designs, with exceptional charm and good
By Ray Harmon
arrives for the same reason.
visibility.
Fall is upon us, time to put
These are just a few of the
Bows haven graceful outaway the lawn tools, paint ways in which we can all hold ward curve. Bays are
brushes, see that the cracks down the cost of heating our straight across the middle
and crevices are caulked and homes and at the same time anti angled at eacti end.
storm windows in place. If you increase the beauty, value and Both styles are available as
have not already ordered your length of service of them, and preiissembled units. Or, you
can create a bay by flanking
storm windows you are in the I might add,at little cost.
last days for this fall inAs winter closes in on us and a fixed sash with casements
stallation.
we must crank up the heating or double-hungs.
If you like dramatic wincome in many sizes and
This time of year the lead system we need to think some
dow treatments,'put sliders, Well-built wood windows
time for receiving and in
about it. If you have a forced which have wide glass areas styles.. Certain styles, however„soffer something
stalling„ storm windows is air system be sure to change and ventilate well, to work. -extra. In kitchens,casement windows are especially
from 4 to 6 weeks due to to return air filters. Dirty Used in series, sliders give a suitable because tbey open out at the turn ofan easy.
everyone waiting until the last filters slow . down the cir- stunning "open wall" effect. to-reach handle.
minute to place the order. culation of the air thus
•
May i stress one more time reducing the efficiency of the
this season that even though unit. If you,have a heat pump'
the wait may be a few days
is not recommended that
lorger do not accept an. in,- part of the house be closed off
ferior product just to have the as the system is designed to efwindow covered. Buy a ficiently heat a certain area.
quality product backed by By reducing the area, the efmanufacturers warrantee in ficiency of the unit is reduced.
roof can't
your
If
writing.
With electric wall heaters "breathe" properly, it will
I might mention one other make a quick check of each dry up and "die" To prevent
fall and winter chore to look
unit and remove any lint and this, be sure the attic is
at, that being the crawl space
dust build up. This is for both adequately ventilated.
vents. Leave them open until safety and better heating efAttic ventilation is es,sential for two reasons;
cold weather to keep as much
ficiency.
In summer,hot air in overdampness as possible from acThe point of this 'is that
cumulating in this crawl sapce
taking a little bit of time and heated attics literally bakes
roof from underneath
and from there into the struceffort and not much expense the burns out-shingle oils,
This
tural material of the house.
we can all be a bit more com- Causing the roof to dry out
fortable at less expense.
Open them as soon as spring
and age prematurely.
Vent Moisture
In winter, lack of air
NuTone OT-110 OuleTTest
circulation under the roof
(For bathrooms up lo 105 sg It 01P10, rooms lo 135 sg II) When you
want extra quiet and added powed
deck causes condensation
and shingle-buckling. This
happens when interior
• For kitchen, bath, laundry & den
house moisture—from cook"Nothing compar s with
dish
and
clothes
baths,
ing,
• Quiet, powerful operation
Ceiling mouldings` are
Early American jilt ors in
with washers—risesinto the attic
appropriate
especially
• Simple, easy to install
the beauty and deli acy of
the cold
Early American decor. In and condenses on,
moulding," an h storian Colonial
• Attractive styling
houses, ceilings underside of the roof.
notes
The Asphalt Roofing
were wood paneled or
"Working in w d, de- often
Association
This rich woodtone Manufacturers
signers produced graceful beamed.
be reflected with crown Says a good rule of thumb
a
trim exquisitely adapted to can
mouldings, crown and base for proper ventilation is
the material."
or with or- minimum of one square foot
com'binations
Colonial' builders frecornice and moulding of opening for every 150
quently "signed" their orig- nate
square feet of attic ceiling.
profiles.
with
detailed,
richly
inals
Proportions should please Louvers or vents should be
hand-crafted house trim. the 'eye in all moulding placed high in the gables
This is what gives Colonial
each other_Sesure
applications. Theme profiles -opposite
architecture its charm.
or insulation batts are not
simple
country
206 E.
be
can
The unique ability ofwood
7534194
Century _elegant, de-. blocking airflow,
Malin
moulding to beautify a home 18th
on the Early
remains undiminished. Td- pending decor
being dupliday, however, 'such trim is American
cated. To get the desired
manufactured and isreadily., design,
'different
combine
available for virtually any moulding styles and sizes.
decorative use.
.An illustrated brochure is
Individualize Trim
available from the Wood
Many mouldings are pat- Moulding and Millwork
--terned after classic historic Producers,' PO Box 25278,
designs. Their variety in Dept, HP,Portland,Oregon
styles and sizes makes it 97225.' Send 30 cents for
easy for do it yourselfers to "American Colonial."
individualize house trim.
Remodeling projects often
include moulding applicaWhy pay 50%
tions to enliven interior
If you don) have as a port of
more for a
decor or to give exteriors
visual distinction.
your management team a
than
copier
To achieve an authentic
Certified Public Accountant
Early American look, ceryou need to!
then you're missing the most
tain inpuldirtgleatures such
important link in your total
as wall frdmerchair rails,
profit chain.
ceiling cornices and base
moulding are a must. The
As an integral part of any well
Wood Moulding and Millwork Producers offer these
managed business, a CPA
other helpful and-decorative
can provide such aids to your
suggestions:
management as financial
For a paneled- wall treatstructuring, budgeting and
ment, install crown. mouldforecasting, analysis of
ing at the ceiling, a chair
accounting systems, taxes
rail two-thirds of the way
down the wall and a wide
The new—and very rehable and tax planning, and even
A B Chck 990 plain paper cop.
base mould at the floor.-With
estate planning.
mr compares to equipment costmoulding, outline rectanging 505. more
ular frames above and
The 090 has all of the "most
Now you con understand
below the rail.
wanted" features of machines
when we say. Certified Public
more—Including
50%
costing
Protect Walls'
Accountants
Me versatility to make tf x ir
. A chair rail is Moulding
copies copy on both sides of
perform the full range
paper and use most any kind
installed at the chair hick
of accounting services
at paper including overhead
height of33to 35 inches. It's.
transparencies and labels
a traditional design accent
Mere *an a title, it's•profession
1-1 tl Y1.1
)
With a practical pukpusa;
)0,
protect the.' wall
Turnitutie marks. Chair rails
also make decorative wall
dividers. The area above the
116 NORTH 7TH
rail can be painted - "or
Car-Mimi Public Accountant
201 S 6th Street
753-,8918
241-5912
MAYFIELD
papered; the lower section
paneled or wainscotted.

TT
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This Is Time For Storm
Window Installation

Venttlation

it

Assists
'Breathing'

Remove Odors and
Moisture With a
NuTone Exhaust Fan!

Mouldings a 'Must'
For Colonial Decor

"
'
$55
Only

Wholesale Electric
Supply Company

Who's missing
from your
management
team?

CPA

y32414. '
All

Michael H. Keller
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teflect
style
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efficiency of large win and patio doors ifthey
yell-made units. In fact,
glass areas Ma home's
tern wall can act as passolar collectors during
winter to help reduce
ing bills.
iwever, the units must
rood insulators. They
Id have wood sash—a.
ral irisulator, tight fac:applied weatherstripand either double-pane.
kiting glass or separate
rn sash.
et Insulating Glass
isulating glass is
ilable in all quality wood
S.
ood windows in stock
s and various styles can
btained at Most building
ply outlets.

Enjoy your exercise
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

question is not that simple.
DEAR DR LAMB
I'm a
35-year-old male and a
The essential things of life can
jogger. I jog at least two
kill you if you don't use them
miles every day And 1 think it
right We need oxygen to live
does a lot for me. When 1 get
but too much can cause oxyhome from the office a good
gen poisoning. You need
MAYOR SPEAKS — Mayor Melvin Henley, right, shakes
jog relaxes me and seems to
sunlight. It's the source of
hands with Lion Paul Mansfield following the mayor's
away the tension.
energy that runs the earth,
speech to the local lions Club.
I've
e always believed that
including you, but too much
jogging would help keep me
may damage your skin, cause
from having a heart attack.
skin cancer or under the right
Now in the past few years I
circumstances cause a heat
have seen many reports about
stroke and death.
men dropping dead when they
Exercise done properly in
the right person can be very
The Murray Lions Club met increase in property Lax jog. I'm beginning to get concerned
that
helpful. It will relax a person
thts could happen
Tuesday, Oct. 14, at the Col- revenues of 4 percent per to me, too. Is this a real
and is excellent for the "after
year, Henley said.
onial House and heard Mayor
danger?
the office" fatigue. It also
That limitation, coupled
Melvin Henley explain the
DEAR READER
helps lift depression.
The
budgeting problems facing the with a 20 percent annual rate
City of Murray for the for- of inflation in the cost of items
cities have to buy, has left a
thcoming fiscal year.
glaring gap in cities' abilities
Henley explained,"The mato meet their finacial obligajor unknown is the fate of
tions and maintain the serrevenue sharing for cities in
vices people expect from their
the lame duck session of Conmunicipal government. gress starting Nov. 14."
Plans are being finalized for
The mayor made it clear the Lions Club Radio Auction
that in the absence of revenue to be held Oct. 26, 27, and 28 on
sharing funds the city would Radio Station WNBS from 6:30
be faced with accepting a new to 11 each evening. All
By Abigail Van Buren
tax, probably the payroll tax, members are urged to get all
or accepting a reduced level of of their solicitation cards turnservices. One of the reasons ed in no later than Tuesday,
for the plight all Kentucky Oct. 21. The Lions thanked all
cities are confronted with in merchants in Murray for their
the fiscal area was. the donations of items to be auclegislature's passage of a bill tioned for the benefit of the
DEAR ABBY: This is a long story, but I need some advice
and don't know where else to get it.
several years ago limiting the Lions Sight Saving Programs.
'Jack (not his real name)and I started going steady when
we were both 15. The longer we went steady the closer we
Businessman's Corner
got, so what happened just had to happen. Well, it happened
one Sunday afternoon in a room over Jack's garage, which
LET'S TALK ABOUT NEWSPAPER
was sort of our hideaway. We kept meeting there to be alone,
and his mother caught us. She called my mother and made
ADVERTISING
a big stink, so they made Jack and me promise not to see
each other anymore. We pretended to break up and kept
seeing each other on the sneak for a while, then he started
seeing other girls and I went with other guys. We sort of
drifted apart.
Meanwhile because of Jack, my mother made me go on
the pill — just in case. I told a few of my closest girlfriends,
they blabbed it around, and pretty soon the whole school
knew it. I guess my reputation wasn't so hot because I had
guys hanging around who only wanted me for one thing.
I am trying to turn over a new leaf, Abby. Tell me, how
does a girl clear her name after it has been dragged in the
mud?
BAD-MOUTHED

wir

Henley Speaks On City
Problems At Lions Meet

Dealt)

Free Reputation
Exacts Costly Price

,me in many sizes and
ever„.offer something
windows are especially
it at the turn ofan easy-

lors and
With a
aust Fan!

DEAR BAD-MOUTHED! A girl clears her name the
same way she messed it up — by the way she behaves.
Don't expect to clear your name overnight. It will
take time, but it can be done with a continuing record
of good behavior. Good luck.
'

1
Miseries of columns is prepared by the advertising
staff of The Murray Ledger and Times. Left to right are
Berth -Branson, ales, Rick Or Advertising Manager,
and Gail Thalman, sales. Contact any one of them at
753-1919 for assistance with your advertising program.

Institutional advertising, as the term implies, is the
advertising done by a firm without making specific product or service offerings, without reference to -price in
most uses, and generally promoting the company,as a
whole. This procedure is commonly referred to as "keeping the company name before the public."

laundry & den

peratton
stall

Banks, savings & loan organizations, funeral directors,
certain types of doctors,among many others, are the most
frequent users of institutional ads. Such advertisements
usually show a picture of the building where the business
is housed, and brief copy which may provide such basic information as how long the firm has served the community, number of employees on the staff, hours, location,
telephone, etc.

10' C80

Electric
Impany

Since institutional advertising seldom makes a specific'
offering of goods or services at a given cost, and therefore
does not cause an immediate and direct response on the
part of the readers, it is extremely difficult to measure
results. But, there is practical evidence to show the need
for continuous institutional advertising on the part of
businesses that lend themselves to this type of newspaper
promotion.

7534194

In a study conducted for the dairy products industry the
findings showed that if this group, which does a large
percentage of their advertising in an institutional manner,
were to cut their $84 million advertising budget of only $50
million, it would result in a sales dropoff of about 66.1%
from its recent $4.25 billion level. In other words, if they
took away roughly 40% of the advertising budget, they
could expect to lose ztrds of the business they now enjoy.
Hard to measure as it may be, institutional advertising
has been proved by the big names in advertising to be a
most vital means of building business volume, and maintaining and increasing that volume. And, since the "big
boys" have gone to the expense of proving this fact to be
true, the smaller advertiser can certainly benefit from
their experience. But surely everyone agrees there is
much to be learned by example in advertising and this
free knowledge can help you reach your own business
goals.
It is an accepted fact that advertising is necessary to
continued business progress. Older businessmen can
recall when the makers of Hersey candy bars and
Wrigley's chewing gum prided themselves on the fact that
they didn't have to advertise in the media to reach their
sales goals. Today, both companies are big advertisers
because competition made it mandatory to survival.
This article concludes this series and it has been a
pleasure to share with all my readers the infornuibon that
was provided about newSpaper advertising. For someone
to tell you that newspaper advertising is essential to your
business health is one thing, but to take the time to give
you all of the solid reasoning behind
statement is
truly a worth wile service.

her
75.1 R918

a

For those who are still not convinced I can only say
GOOD LUCK -- because you are going tc need it!

":"•<"'"rele•wrr.re "
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T COPY AVAILABLE

DEAR ABBY: If a person slips an ashtray into his pocket
while dieing at a restaurant, would this be considered
stealing? I started taking ashtrays from famous places as
souvenirs and have a fine collection from all over the world.
I understand that most restaurateurs do not object; they
expect it and consider it good advertising. Please comment.
COLLECTOR

.e

HALLOWEEN PARTY — Several members of the Murray High School Teens Who Care
are pictured with students the organization will sponsor a Halloween party for at 6:30
p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 21, at the high school. The party is for students in Mrs. Hargrove's
middle school class. From left, front row, are, Lu Ann Fandrith, Jill Moss, Jimmy Baker
and Sonny Proctor, From left in back are Lisa Blankenship, Angie Hale, Brenda Donaldson, Randy Collie and Leta Pace.

Tommy Carrico, left holds the drawing
box as Chris Goad draws the winning
name during Carrico's Grand Opening •
Saturday.

Congratulations To Jerry Baxter
1st Prize Winner Of $500.00
and Jennie Gordon
2nd Prize Winner Of 4 Atlas Tires
Thanks To Everyone For The Success
Of Our Grand Opening

CARRICO'S
Sycamore

SUPER SERVICE

7334403

DEAR COLECTOR:"Collecting" anything without
permission is stealing. The kind of advertising you
suggest costs the restaurateurs of the world millions!
If you want a souvenir, offer to buy it, and it will
probably be given to, you.

INSTITUTIONAL ADVERTISING—
INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

oo.s to 135 xi ft /When you

• ••

Most of the people who die
from jogging do so because
they have abused the sound
principles they should have
followed. Running against the
clock is one way. Overdoing it
when you already have a medical problem is another way.
Literally straining instead of
training or enjoying yourself
is the big killer. Even so there
are not too many people who
really die from jogging
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 4-2.
Jogging, Exertion, Sudden
Death, to give you more
details on this question. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it to me, in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station, New
York, NY 10019. As this issue
explains, you must expect a
certain number of people 1,,
die while exercising, just as
you expect some people to die
in bed. Some people even have
heart attacks while riding in a
car so don't jump to conclusions because you have heard
of someone dying while
exercising. He might have
died in bed if he had been
sleeping instead of exercising
at that time.
DEAR DR. LAMB
Please don't think me a nut or
mentally ill. I'm not. But is
there a drug that may be used
to stimulate the growth of
hair, particularly that on
one's chest. I'm a 26-year-old
man and I'm not gay but the
father of two beautiful children. This has always bothered me.
DEAR
READER
—
Whether a man has hair on his
chest or not has little or nothing to do with whether he is or
is not gay. After all, there are
large numbers of ethnic
groups throughout the world
who are inclined to have little
hair except that on the top of
their head. The American
Indian male is a classic example.
No, there is really no medicine that will help you
increase the growth of hair on
your chest. It's an inherited
characteristic and since you
can't do much about choosing
your parents, you'll just have
to accept yourself as you are.
And that may be pretty good
Different people have different opinions about what is
attractive and not attractive
even about their own personal
appearance. The important
point is it's usually just an
opinion and a matter of attitude. Be glad you're healthy
and are the father of two
beautiful children.

•* •

DEAR ABBY: You recently had a letter from a woman
who chastised you for failing to acknowledge female
ministers. She stated that this is a result of discrimination
and deep-routed prejudices.
May I submit to you and your readers that, for many like
myself, being opposed to the ordination of women into
positions of leadership in the church,such as the eldership,
the deaconship and the ministry, is neither a matter of
discrimination nor prejudice, and certainly not mere
preference. It is a matter of scripture-based conviction.
If Christ is to be the head of the church, then we must
allow him to be the head, and to rule the church as Lord
through his Word.
I Timothy 2:12 states,"But I suffer not a woman to teach,
nor to usurp authority over the man, but to be in silence."
14:34.35-says/Let your women keep silence
Corinthasin the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak;
but they are commanded to be under obedience, as also saith
the law. And if they will learn any thing, let them ask their
husband's at home: for it is a shame for women to speak in
the church."
God's Word is truth and is eternal; therefore it cannot be
outdated. (Matthew 24:35.)
I rest my case.
MARK B. McDONALD, LAKE MOUNT CHURCH OF
CHRIST, NEW WATERFORD, OHIO
•••
Do you hate to write letters because you don't know
what to say? Thank-you notes, sympathy letters,
congratulations, how to decline and accept invitations and how to write an interesting letter are
included in Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $1 and a long, stamped (28
cents), self-addressed envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212,

Antiques
Going Out Of
Business Sale
berrl Pl000mon
11 olout 11
Item- Linen Cobinet
Ilok Lebrun :1,:oble

,p

Murray &
Calloway Co.

44,

Mrs. Charles Hinman announces
the sale of Hinman Rentals-,and all it's
inventory to the newly opened
Murray Rental & Sales Center formerly Murray Lawn & Garden.
Mrs. Hinman would like to take this
opportunity to thank her many friends
and loyal customers.
She urges them to see the friendly
folks at Murray Rental & Sales Center
for all of their rental needs.

Cof
Vern Stood
Trunk<
Ind %lam Ilater Smell! It,
"iii uic

"This is just a partial listing-

Come_and Shop Around
For Many Good Buys

Little Treasures
Antiques
:1118 Vain
Ay,
Notre lIrs, 10110-1:1") Toe< -Fri.

"
.114EPrieweelswayorPlrwer
--

208 E. Main
•••••••9•01•00•110.10......".'

753-8201

-"Maw
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Coal Mine Operators Meet
In Neutral Area For Confab

HARVEST MOON - Bill Zimmerman's latest print will be featured at the Bank of
Murray, University Branch, on Thursday Oct. 23. Also featured will be his fund raiser
print, THE EAGLES. Zimmerman will be on hand to greet the public and to sign prints.
He will be the guest of the Gamma Gamma(hapter of Beta Sigma Phi. Prot eeds from
the prints will go toward-hhe preservation of the bald eagle.

Department, Area
ADD Offices Slate .
Budget Workshops

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Tined
4 Exists
6 Lift
11 Restricted
13 Coniunction
15 Near
16 Precipitous
18 See eagle
19 Edible seed
21 Danish island
22 Pronoun
23 Breathe
26 Morn and —
29 Batters
31 Pack away
33 Roman gods
34 Spanish article
35 Short sleep
38 Nahoor
sheep
39 Part of to
be •
40 Tantalum
symbol
41 Lugs
43 Cupola
45 Age
47 Retreated
50 Negative
52 Wading bird
53(30th
measure
56 Vessel
58 Extra
60 Zeus's
beloved
61 Expand
63 Coal car
65 Expunges
66 Oral pause
67 Urusuai
DOVVN
1 Fastener
2 DeteSt
'3 Time period:
Abbr

4 Specks
5 Brush away
6 Rumors
7 Three-toed
sloth
8 Nevispaper
PatagraPh
9 Fragment
10 Yet Poet
12 %pees
tab& I
14 Scale note
17 Goddess of
discord
20 Limb.
24 Slave
25 Vast age
27 Mains narne
28 Con
29 Nerve net-

Answer to
S t

Monday's Puzzle
TODAY

TO

0C0CU CMOCU
CUCCOCO C
CC MOO CUD
UCO UMMIC CU
COM MCC CC
MCC CCM
C MCC CUCCU
CO OCUC UCC
CDC CCM CC
C MUUMUU 0
MCCUC CCOMUU

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)The Department for Local
Government and area
development districts have
workshops
scheduled
to help
throughout the
cities develop budgets to cornply with a new state law.

The law requires cities to
adopt budgeting practices that
follow generally accepted
• O S TS ECI Ass
government accounting
methods.
55 Nobleman
44 Poem
The first group of workshops
46 Old woman- 56 State Abbr
will be held for cities
57 Concealed
ish
operating on a Jan. 1 to Dec. 31
30 VVInglike
59 Printer's
48 Angry
32 Walk in water 49 More unusual
measure
fiscal year. Later workshops
36 Swiss river
51 Semi-preci- 62 Tellurium
are planned for cities with
37 Irons
symbol
ous stone
June 1 to May 31 and July Ito
42 Nall
64 Suffice
54 Falsified
June 30 fiscal years.
6 7 11 9 10
4 5
1 2 3
The schedule of workshops
14
13
12
11
is: Wednesday,Prestonsburg;
18
17
Thursday, Elizabethtown;
16
15
Oct. 27, London and
22
21
19.20
Louisville; Oct. 29. Bowling
36V hi Green; Oct. 30, Lexington;
2S
23 24
as
32
st
Nov. 3, Hazard; Nov'. 5, Catlet30UU
tsburg; Nov. 7, Owensboro;
39
38
35 36 37
34
Nov. 11, Purchase Area
43 44
41
42
40
Development District, site un411 r
47
46
determined and Nov. • 12,
53 Mil Gateway Area Development
52
50 51
District, site undetermined.
59
so•
Workshops for other
64
63
62
61
development districts have
67
86
not yet been scheduled.

•
•

61"UU

•UU

1111•uUu

TODA4 TROOPS WE'RE
GOING TO CONCENTRATE
ON TREE DENTIFICATION

NOW, WHAT
WOULD ,{OU
CALL THAT'

A ''5IX
TREE"?

THESE PEANUTS
SHOULD LAST
THROUGH THE
DOUBLE
FEATURE '

Cta0l1910edremureS,Wcale.
1040'5 GOT

TI-JE TAPE?

DO YOU WANT
THE CELLOPHANE,
MASKING, OR
PAC KAGI NG?

PROBLEM
wtTH ALExANOER

WE HAVE A

WHATEVER
YOU'VE
60T

DON'T
HAVE ANY
OF THEM
I

HE CLEANED
ROOM, MOWED THE
LAWN,AND 010,1.115
HOMEWORK

TODAY

THE ACES IRA

G CORN JR

now he was short one trump
Only exceptionally
rational men can afford to i•ntrv and he could no longer
Ti, 4. Li, game
be absurd '' -- Alan Goidlem
1•41-A
NORTH
The defense' of today's
pushy game offers an inter•9 7 6 4
esting challenge. The only
•J 9 2
By NANCY SHULINS
Secretary Charles Duncan citation was issued during a
play by East as one
winning
•AJ875
drought.
adPress
Writer
Associated
tout the Carter
consider
•6
At another mine, he said, a that many might
OWENSBORO, Ky.(API - ministration's efforts to
absurd.
EAST
WEST
Coal-mine operators and "create an economic en- pipe broke, releasing some
The hand was played in 48.18 5
•K 2
federal officials convened in vironment in which coal can contaminated water into a the Zonal Grand National •488643
•10 5
neutral territory for a con- finally be recognized" as the moving stream. Reporting to Teams and both teams •Q 3
•K 10 9 4 2
4Q 8 7 2
the scene were inspectors played in four spades after a •J4
ference last week in what its key to energy independence.
organizers hoped would put an - They then heard the deputy from no less than four state minimum negative double
SOUTH
•-A Q 10 3
end to years of mutual bad- director of the Office of Sur- and federal agencies - the by North (showed a smatter•Q 7
mouthing.
face Mining say that the Department of Natural ing, four of the other major
•6
At a time when unem- federal regulations coal mine Resources, the Department of and no descriptive bid avail44.1(10953
ployment and frustrations are operators claim will put 1,000 Water Quality, the U.S. Army able).
Ofthe
and
West
Engineers
played.
of
Corps
first
Both Dealer:
When
Vulnerable
demand
of
and
high, and morale
of their colleagues out
led two high hearts and a South The bidding
for coal are low, it was am- business by 1985 aren't likely fice of Surface Mining.
"The operator was so third one to kill the jack in South Weal North East
bitious stuff. But for three to be eased anytime soon, but
Dbl
Pass
48
I•
days, tempers remained un- that operators are welcome to amazed, he took pictures of all dummy. East ruffed with
Pass
Pass
Pass
four inspectors standing there the deuce and declarer over- 4•
der control, the atmosphere keep trying.
ruffed small Declarer
was polite, and both sides
Coal indpstry officials looking at the brook," Baker
played one high club and
Opening lead Heart king
pledged to listen anti responded with polite ap- said.
"We're all concerned about ruffed a low club in dummy.
cooperate.
plause, but privately, most
East's
to
led
was
trump
A
the environment. But this kind
A fine defensive play by
The operators told of the were bitter.
king and declarers ace and
Mike It helped our team to
need for a national coal policy,
"They aren't going to give of over-regulation is wasteful another low club was ruffed
a balance between energy anti an inch," concluded Dr. and expensive, and the con- in dummy (if West ruffs win the playoff and to
environmental concerns, and James Baker, president of the sumers pay every time one of with his trump jack, declar- advance to the final round
a cure for the bureaucratic Harlan County Coal Operators those inspectors gets into his er has an easy 10 tricks). of national competition.
car.
schizophrenia that prompts Association.
Next came a trump to
"Fifty-one percent of the in- declarer's queen and, when
Bid with Corn
the government to speak of
"The regulations are
-coal with a forked tongue.
ridiculous. They need review crease in coal-burning utility declarer ran the clubs. West
They complained of and revision. If applied, those bills is a result of en- could win only his trump South holds 10-21-B
•K 2
regulators who have never regulations would close down virbnmental regulations and jaek and declarer made foiir
•10 5
spades.
restrictions."
been inside a coal mine, of the every mine in Kentucky."
•K 1094 2
In the replay, the play to
While coal operators were
government's failure to
Since July 4, Baker said, one
4(18 7 2
the
was
:
trick,
three
first
the
of
appearance
the
by
efpleased
industry's
Kenthe
eastern
recognIZe
"outstanding"
led
I
when
that
except
same
buying
weren't
most
Duncan,
the
of
act,
its
North
counted
South
forts to clean up
tucky operator has
partner
I
1 NT
conflict between calls to in- 114 visits by state and federal much or the pro-Carter the third heart, my
•
ruffed
Passell
3
Ace
Mike
said
selling,
was
rhetoric he
erease coal production and regulators.
with the spade king instead
ANSWER: Four diamonds
laws that prohibit the burning
Another was cited for a James I,udwiczak, chairman of the deuce.
The hand is now better and
of high-sulfur coal.
dusty road. It was a state of the board of the West KenThis "absurd" play was South is prepared for whatThey heard federal Energy road, Baker said, and the tucky Coal Operators the key stroke and declarer ever
action North might take.
Association, which sponsored
-lost control. Declarer overthe conference.
Send
bridge questions to .The Aces.
ruffed with the ace and
"There's a lot of apathy in started the clubs in the P0 Ron 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,
the coal industry right now. If same way as before, but with selraddressed stamped ervelope
tor reply
we were to take a poll, most of
the operators would probably
turn away in disgust," LedAds
lsults'
Btg tiile
Frances Drake
wiczak said.
would
didn't
• 'The ones who
FOR WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1980
2. Notice
2.
probably be pro Reagan,"
What kind of day will GEMINI
Bible Facts. Free Store for the
The operators blame the
tomorrow be To find out what (May 21 to June 20)
needy. 753-4600.
government for failing to hear
ITS A
Don't let social life interfere the mining industry's point of
the stars say, read the
FACT
forecast given for your birth with work that has to be done. view before Congress enacted Farmers! Want to reduce your
Free gift wrapping
overhead? M.F.A. Insurance
looks
A
relationship
Sign.
strip mine and clean
specialty at:
but
watch current
can save you money with their
promising,
air laws, he said.
Starks
comprehensive
farmers
expectations.
unrealistic
ARIES
"We mined all this coal, and
package policy. See or call
Hardware
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) erECt CANCER
came
Act
Air
Clean
the
when
Johnny Williams, your M F.A.
12th & Poplar
An early start is your best ( June 21 to July 22)
753 1227
Progress through work, if in, we couldn't burn it. A lot of agent, 753-0445.
bet for accomplishment. Stay
said, we already
clear of office romance. You you avoid confusing your what Duncan
Autumn
these
Itemembn
tend to chase an impossible priorities. A co-worker could knew - we just didn't know he
Have your car, truck or van prodays with faintly and group
unreasonably play on. your knew.
dream.
•
fessionally cleaned and waxed
photographs
was
conference
the
think
"I
sympathies.
TAURUS
before winter Experienced
a tremendous success in that
CARTER STUDIO •
67 LEO
(Apr. 20 to May 20) d4
75
111
we brought some of these state
Someone's unrealistic (July 23 to Aug. 22)
793,8298
304 Main
You may meet someone and federal department heads
attitude disappoints you.
HAPPY
We invite you to attend our
Don't withdraw when others from a distance. Don't be to the coalfields to hear our
BIRTHDAY
next training group and find
are trying to reach you. Keep played for a sucker. Watch problems and our questions.
financial What we found out is that they
dubipus
out for yourself why so many
[[ANNA ROGERS
the channels open.
propositions. No gambling. know damned well what those
thousands of men and women
i Love You, op
VIRGO
who never dreamed of being in
problems and questions are."
Lynn
tcw
NO, CONRAD,
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ffni
sales work enjoy the satisfacWhat the industry doesn't
I DOUBT THAT
Your inclination to put loved know
World
being
of
reward
and
tion
is what the government
5. Lost and Found
ones on a pedestal works
IT'S CALLED
Book representatives There is
to do about it, he said.
against you now. Make sure plans
A reddish-brown, 4any kind on
of
obligation
LOST:
no
A"5IX TREE"
"But one thing we do know
that others are truly
your part. For more informamonth old male dog wearing
the
not
is
government
that
is
interested in you.
tion, call 753-4161.(G-2).
flea collar. Part Irish Setter.
great white father any longer.
LIBRA
last-seen Saturday morning in
JLfl
about
more
know
They
don't
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
INVITATION
vicinity of 14th and Main
if
and
do,
we
mining
than
coal
No time for wishful
TO BID
Street. Answers to name of
thinking, especially about they think they do, they're
FOR
FURNITURE
Bogie. Call 753-7650 after 12
romance. Still, don't try to sadly mistaken.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
•
''''
(tan •• s•
"Next time they start
read between the lines. Stick
NIGH SCHOOL
writing new laws or policies,
to what you know is fact.
Wanted
Help
6.
The Calloway County
we're hoping they'll sit down
SCORPIO
LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIST.
Board of Education will
fl'/
of
and
with
time
ahead
us
Nov.
to
21)
23
(Oct.
ASCP required. 3-11 shift.
receive sealed bids for
You can make a promising avoid all this. Last time, they
JCAH accredited hospital. ProfurnititTe for the
beginning in a financial or didn't do it, and now we're
gressive well equipped
Calloway County High
work project. Watch out for paying the price::
laboratory. Excellent benefit
School until 130 p.m.
friends with hard luck stories.
Ludwiczak said the industry
program. Write or call PersonProtect assets.
October 30, 1980, at
is "just as guilty as the federal
nel - Department, Communtty
be
will
SAGITTARIUS
they
given
time
which
government. We haven't
Hospital, P.O. Box 559,
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
them a wide industry audienopened.
Mayfield, KY 42066: 502-247Be straightforward in ce. Now, we want to open up
Specifications will be
5211.
romantic dealings. Slick the lines of communication
on file in the Calloway
Needed full time checker by
maneuvers could backfire. and see if we can solver some of
of
Board
County
local grocery. Only experienced
Someone in business is not these problems."
need apply. Please write giving
Office
Education
sincere. Be on your guard.
For its part, he said, the inage, martial status, previous
Building, 21 10 College
CAPRICORN
dustry is willing to "stop
experience, to P.O. Box 32 Y
Farm Road, Murray,
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi
a dead horse. We've
Kentucky, - and inSomeone at a distance may kicking
not be telling the truth. Just had four years of -badterested bidders may
Waitress Needed
because you care, don't let mouthing the law. That's
obtain the necessary
Apply in person
yourself be fooled. Friends enough."
forms there
In exchange, Ludwiczak
arrive unexpectedly.
JERRY'S
The Board reserves
said, coal officials want the
AQUARIUS
right to reiect onv
the
RESTAURANT
government to "stop blaming
(Jan 20 to Feb. 18)
or all bids and waive
the whole industry for the acInloveyou're
711 S. 12th St.
any irregularities in bid
impressionable. Someone who tions of a few."
Murray, KY.
ding.
is nice is not necessarily in
He predicted that if the
love with you. Take initiative government cracks down on
in social life.
the industry's bandits and
Ewe/. THAT'S
PISCES
eases up on reputable
SERIOUS,
CLUSTER HANDICAP COORDINATOR
(Feb. 19 to•Mar. 20) X
operators the industry and the
Be careful not to let anyone government can come
position available in Audubon Area
down in business or romance. together amiably to solve
Head Start. Responsible for coorBegin new projects early. coal's problems.
Watch disagreements about
of consultant services, resourdination
That effort, he said, is long
money.
overdue.
ces,
and
training programs for nine
YOU BORN TODAY are
Head Start programs. Serve as liaison
very intuitive but inclined to
be skeptical. Both idealistic
With the Regional Office of the Adand practical, you sometimes
ministration of Youth, Children, and
have difficulty reconciling
these parts of your nature. It
Families,
DHHS. Must be willing to
is important though that your
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP)travel. Degree in Special Education
work match your ideals.
GivES ME A REASON
Otherwise, you'll feel as if All but six Kentucky state
preferred, plus experience in coorTO DO
you're in a rut. Have faith in park campgrounds will close
dinating handicap services. Salary
your ability to commercialize for the winter season Oct. 31.
your artistic talents. You can
Remaining open to campers
$900-$1,135 per month, depending
succeed in theater, music, will be Levi Jackson State
upon experience and education.
painting, sculpture, Park, London;' John James
architecture and writing. Audubon State Park, Henavailable immediately. Send
Position
You're also reform minded derson. - -Frentuck y Dam
resume lo Audubon Area Head Start,
and can succeed in public life. Village State Park, GilberDon't inhibit your natural
P.O. Box 967, Owensboro, KY 42301,
; General Burnside
inventive ability. Birthdate tsville
Park, Burnside; Lake
before October 22. An Equal Opof: Catherine Deneuve, State
Park, Greenville
Liszt, Malone State
Franz
actress;
Employer.
portunity
Park
Horse
Kentucky
the
and
composer; and Joan Fontaine,
near Lexington.
actress.
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43. Real Estate

16. Home Furnishings 24. Miscellaneous

43 Real Estate

49. Used Cars

S3. Services Offered

Firewood, oak and hickory, 18"
1974 Cougar XR-7, $695. 753- Heating. Refrigeration, Air Conor 24" Also custom cut sizes
Want to start saving
9710
ditioners, appliance repairs
489-2327
today? Call Anna
Bob's Refrigeration Service,
'customized
1976
Ford
Van
about
the
two
mobile
Fireplace inserts, automatic
Chateau, small motor. 351 Hazel Kentucky 498-8370.
home lots on Highway
two speed blowers, see through
good condition Murray Ky 753-1829, Robert
Windsor,
280.
City water and
YD-MA)
glass doors, $499.99 Wallin
(Bobby)Lockhart
753-1203
$3100
septic tanks. Each is
Hardware, Paris.
REAL ESTATE
\ -1
175 feet by 350 feet.
For sale 1979 Buick Electra Insulation blown in by Sears,
753-8080
Firewood mixed hardwood,
Limited,
loaded with extras save on these high heating and •
Some
owner
N
k
financing
seasoned,
MANAGEMENT
delivered Call 753Profeasiwiel Su-ran-,
1
Local
car.
21.000 actual miles cooling bills. Call Sears. 153possible.
Office
,53All,
TS,
Ir
8994
,r•tH
1
U,
oti..1
POSITION
Call 753-0839 or 753-5287. 2310 for free estimate
1651 or home,753-2977.
National organization is
For sale Ashley wood burning
GET THE
Can be seen at Black's
looking for the right
stove with blower. Call after 8
MOST FOR
Decorating Center
Keep your boot safe and
person to train for a top
pm, 753-5965.
YOUR MONEY
1978 Gremlin AMC good conclean this winter
Management position.
This compact 3John Deere 18 inch cut 3HP
dition one owner Call 435Economical dry dock
Excellent
starting
Bedroom, 1 bath B.V.
lawn mower. 5 HP Mulcher, ,One is trying to forget a woman, the othe
4468
storage.
isecomnoarn'tceanlan
salary.
ince,
price,
Degree
rod and reel, tacklebox with
%els 12111 at Sycamore
Import Auto Salvage. Two 1979
'and
required, preferably in
lures, etc. Call 753-9740. Dne a primary.
Telephone 711•14S1
Datsun engines, 1400 series
Eagle's Nest
e
n
i
lc
e
e
c
t
r
r
e
is
c
iden
btr
a
a
sl
e
s
b
to
r
a
e
e
rt
d
,
business or related
P0
lex
311
Overhead garage door, wooden, 32. Apts. For Rent
one 1200 series One 1975 2
43. Real Estate
field. Must be willing to
16 x 7 foot, 4 section, 10 winMarino
miles
and
TC
Toyota.
all
low
S heat, built-in range,
relocate in Kentucky or
Ar more Call 474-2325
dows with track, torsion spring. Two bedroom duplex on private
Paris landing,
exhaust
fan,
Tennessee.
Send
hp automatic opener and 2 road, no pets, water furnished
Ile made,, tote MO•serial the
Tennessee
b dishwasher, disposal,
Relax and enjoy beautiful 1979 Mazda RX-7. red and
Mono hoover And sellers
remote controls, like new. Call Deposit. Call 753-8848 before
resume to P.O. Box
(901)642-6192
FARMS-HOMES
' f 2 window unit air- ( country living on 3 acres This black custom paint, custom
9 pm.
354-8244.
32W, Murray, Ky
BUSINESSES
I well landscaped home has 4 wheels Call 753-7646 before 7
re"
conditioners,
42071.
Three room duplex furnished
Wood for sale. Call 436-2758.
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
-bedrooms and large cathedral am.
S
draperies
wall-to-wall
PROPERTY
beam ceiling living room If 1973 Mercury Capri 85,000 KARATE CLASSES Open daily Wood for sale, $25 a rick apartment, clost to town, 503
)
,S
carpeting.
'
Large
lot
Payroll Secretary. Must be pro- 17. Vacuum Cleaners
Olive. 753-1246.
this
isn't enough room for your miles 35 mpg $675 436- Murray Karate Center For apdelivered
and stacked. 489Listings
needed! Offices
0, with
fenced -in
ficient with calculator and Used Kirby vacuum cleaner.
pointment call 753-6317..
it
garden
there is additional ten- 5875
34.
Houses
Coast
to
For
Coast.
Rent
Buyers
from
backyard. Only 33,900.
typewriter. Send resume to like new, all attachments, 2436.
K K Stump Removal. Do you
Everywhere. -free- Catalog
dable
acreage
available
Call
House for rent. Couples only,
EXCELLENT
P.O. Box 949.
$125. Brand new Filter Queen 2-671V-Radio
90
711 Maverick. $150 Call 767- need stumps removed from
Wendy at Spann Realty 410
Q
STROUT REALTY
absolutely no pets. Available
VALUE
Route Man for city of Murray. vacuum cleaner. $395. Call Used 19" color t.v., also 25"
your yard or land cleared of
Associates,
Mlle,
753-7724.
lee l Isom
1803 Westwood 1912 Celdosolsrld 753-0186
color t.v. Clayton's - J & B November 1st. Call 753-2987
Send resume to P.O. Box 32 X. Martha Hopper, 354-6521.
1974 Torino, $475, trade four stumps.? We can remove
5
pm.
after
Atoms, A,
Any hose
s
I
l:c
i
lt
erc
,ed
for
a quick
Music, Dixieland Center, Murwhite spoke courier wheels, stumps up to 24- below the
9. Situation Wanted • 18. Sewing Machines ray
owner
Four or five bedroom furnished
ongianal equipment 1803 Col- ground, leaving only sawdust
machine,
Singer
sewing
Used
transferred out of
I will do babysitting in my
house for four or five college Do you own your own lot or lot
and chips Call for free
lege Farm Road.
zig zag, all regular at- Wanted: Responsible person to girls or boys, Also smaH fur- and mobile home7 If you du
state, this 3 B.R., 11
home. Call 753-5871.
/
2
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343
tachments, sews perfect, fully take up small monthly nished apartment for 1 or 2 and your family income • is
Trucks
50.
Used
bath, B.V. with central
or Bob Kemp. Jr 435-4319.
Two women would like to clean guaranteed, full cash price payments on color t.v. Warelectric heat and air,
college girls. Call 753-5865 within the following adjusted
753-1222 1974 Chevrolet pickup. V8 Licinsed Electrician and gas inhouses. 753-8687 from 8-5.
$39.50. Call Martha Hopper, ranted. Clayton's, 753-7575.
days, 753,5108 after 5:30 pal income limits, you may qualify
wall-to-wall carpeting,
automatic. $1050 1973 PonWill babysit in my home, any 354-6521.
27. Mobile Home Sales For rent. 3 bedroom house. for a 4% interest loan on a 3 or h kitchen-family room
tiac Ventura, 6 cylinder stallation, heating installation
age children, any hours. Ex- 19. Farm Equipment
automatic $895 Call 489- and repairs. Call 753-7203
COUNTRY ESTATE
comb, dishwasher,
1972 Atlantic, 12x60, 2 Stove, refrigerator furnished. 4 bedroom home. Income
perienced with references.
in
Leather repair, dying, cleaning
family
Two
limits
are:
2595
Large
brick
ranch
range,
exhaust
fan,
in
bedroom,
1 bath, extra large 753-9240.
4400 John Deere Combine, 13
753-6268.
and alteratiens Also saddle
Three in family home on 8 rolling
county but has city
1980 Datsun. long wheel base,
ft flowing cutting bar, 261 living room and kitchen, gas For rent: 3 bedroom house in $13,500.
and harness repair. We matte
$15,150; Four in family Are you laid off, or lust want to hours, 23.1 x 26, rice and cane heat, extra nice for model.
acres. Main floor
sewerage and, xater.
topper. automatic. $6000 Call leather
country. 492-8225.
clothing, chaps, vests,
$17,900. With today's inflation
make some extra cash? Why tires. Price $24,500, Call 753- 753-9898 OF 435-4349.
features 4 bedrooms,
Outside storage roVm,
753-2813.
tack belts, purses, billfolds,
not be your own boss with your 3966 or 753-1389.
Three bedroom country home and interest rates up, why not
2v2 baths, living room
carport paved drive,
1972
Checkmate,
12x65,
2
also
Dodge
Dump
truck
1968
and many other gift items,Sall
visit our office today and let us
own company with all the
for rent. Call 436-2262.
with fireplace, dining
chain-link fenced
50 head of chickens. Call 436- 753-9736.
terms
now 753talk
benefits that anyone else can M-F 150 Diesel tractor, $2500. bedroom, 2 bath, $5000. Call Three room
area,
large
modern
h
backyard.
ONLY
farmhouse.
10
527-1516.
wheel
plowers,
7'
2262
12
1492..CENTURY 21 Loretta
offer. For more information call Three
Need work on your trees7. Toppkitchen with all conve43,500.00.
miles, east of Murray. Call 753- Jobs, Realtors at 1200
collect, Don or Debbie Paschall disc, cultivator, seed sower, 12x65 Extra nice trailer and 2480 after 5 pm.
1967 Elcomina body. Call 436- ing, pruning, shaping. comniences,
den
and
utiliposts,
sticks,
fence
tobacco
Sycamore.
lot. $13,500. Includes porch,
2439 after 4.30. •
at 901-247-3335,
plete removal and more. Call
ty room.. Walkout
753-8080
to6acco setter, all in good con- rotary antenna, outbuilding, Three bedroom, 2 bath house
BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
s,
=Dodge
pickup
11. Instructions
basement
For
sale
1912
consists
of
489753-4951
or
Call
dition.
central heat and air unit, and on corner of 12th and Poplar
professional tree care, 753WOODED LOP! That's only
753-8072.
two fully paneled
Piano lessons, very reasonable 2624.
Call 753-9733 or 753-1962.
underpinning. 759-1854.
one of the nice things about
8536
full
bedroom.
2
New
listing
3
apartments.
Property
51. Services Offered
rates. Call 753-8964.
this lovely home located a
20. Sports Equipment 14x70 Two year old energy Two bedroom house, 11
/
2 miles
baths, brick veneer home.
also has hookups for
come in if you need posspor,.
1517 Johnson. It includes
12. Insurance
Drive
Home
Keenland
1621
Brand new Raliegh bicycle, 5 saver. Three bedrooms, 2 on 641 South, $200 and
two
ni ts Vb.'s, or resumes One.
mobile
homes.
Of- #
bedrooms, living room and
features" Olympic size pool.
It00811116
day er I(f•
Fantastic rates on 1974 or months old, 3-speed, $75. Call baths, central heat and air, 6" deposit. 753-4699.
formal dining room, and bath.
fered in the 860's.
walls, fully insulated. Call 753central heat and air, fireplace
Moo has fenced bock yard and
C•swe•rcIsl
sad
newer mobile homes. See or 767-4001.
Phone 753-1222, KopCARTER STUDIO
36.
For
Rent
Or
Lease
burglar alarm system For more
lovely patio. lots of other es.
call Johnny Williams, your 20 Gauge Franchi, 26", improv- 9898 or 435-4349.
eskimetial, Shingle
perud Realty for full
tra's hare been added to the
information
call
Purdom
Main
304
753 8298•
•
M.F.A. agent. 753-0445.
and bullf-.p roofs.
time real estate
ed cylinder with rib barrel. Call Trailer for sale, cheap! M3home to make it more enFor
Thurman Real Estate, 753S joyable.
4774.
References, all work
service.
13. For Sale or Trade 435-4115.
lust call, *ell pick
4451. Suzy Wells 753-1585.
Stop! For all your repair needs
GOOD TO THE
Rent
gisaranteml. 759-4512
you up.
1976 Viking, 12x70, 2
151
/
2 Foot Cobra Tunnel hull, 22. Geneva Jones 753-6557.
roofing, carpentry. plumbing
u
s
i
c
I
A
11
LAST
NAIL
or
759-11159.
bedroom,
11
/
2
bath, dining
Log
150 Johnson. Call 436-2918.
and electrical work, look no
This extremely wellSMITH
JOHN
Accomplished rhythm guitarist room, central heat and air.
Splitters
112
14:-Want To Buy
built home has quality
Concrete and block work. Block morel Call 753-9226 or 753and singer seeking position in 753-9898 or 435-4349.
Half Day. Full Day.
9623. We'll do your lob large or
throughout.
basements, driveways.
It
has
garages,
3
rock
band.
Call
Want to buy standing timber.
after 6 pm. 28. Mob. Home Rents
.small. All work .done to your
or Weekly Rates
Purdom & Thurman
bedrooms, 2 baths,
walks, patios, steps, free
Will look at all tracts approx- 753-0712.
satisfaction.
Call Murray Rental
Insurance &
estimates. Charles Barnett,
large kitchen, and all
imately 20 acres and up. 753- Antique white upright piano. Furnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath.
& Sales Center
gas mobile home, nice carpet.
Real Estate
TENTS AND AWNINGS, custom
753-5476.
rooms
are
5592
beautifully
Fair condition. Good sound. with washer and dryer,
Sol/Aside Court Square
753-8301
made and repaired Reasonable
$175
decorated. Special
fiberglass
work
Custom
done.
Want to buy Baby bed and/or $85. 753-1203.
per month plus $50 deposit.
rates. Free estimates. Call 753Formerly Murray
Murray, Kentucky
features include censpoilers, body work.
fenders,
other baby furniture, in good Conn Alto Saxaphone, used one Call after 5 pm, 753-7849.
753-7411
Lawn b Garden
753-4451
tral heat and air, for4ROUND THE CLOCK
No lob too small or large. Call 9736
condition. Call 753-1223 days year. good condition. Call after
mal dining room and
For rent: Mobile home near
753-7681 or stop by 211 South WEST KENTUCKY ASPHALT
or 436-2112 after 7 pm.
6 pm. 753-7706.
lake. Call 753-6659.
located in an excellent
COATING 8: SEALING. Have
16th, ask for Dalnd.
37. Livestock-Supplies Income property. Small apartWant to buy: Used sunlamp. For sale: King trombone
your home driveway or parking
neighborhood. Priced
with For rent: 2 bedroom trailer, Leather repair and custom ment building, fully rented,
For all your plumbing inexPhone 753-5058 after 6:30 case and mutes. $75. Call
professionally before
in the 550's. Im759- near Murray. No pets. 489- work. Chaps, belts, moccasins, cellent income. For sale by Lot for sale 3 acre lot, large
stallation and repair, all work lot sealed
pm.
winter 753-8163.
1560.
mediate possession.
2611.
guaranteed, call 753-8950. •
gun cases, billfolds, saddle- owner. Low $20's. Call 753- trees near Southwest School
15. Articles For Sale Magnus beginner organ, ex753-5233 after 6 pm.
Phone Kopperud RealWill haul drrveway white rock
8742.
Two bedroom trailers, com- bags. 753-9736
Fence sales at Sears now. Call
ty, 753-1222 for real
and Ag lime, also have any type
Box springs and mattress. cellent condition. $100 firm. pletely furnished, good condiSears, 753-2310 for free
Pets-Supplies
38.
service
in
real estate!
of brown on white pea gravel
Clean, like new, $100. Can be seen at Hodge & Son or tion, from $145. Call 753:
-**Ncrrelcer
q
edroor
c"-re. fi
oesiemiwiwwia. estimate for your needs.
Basic and Advanced dog obeAlso do backhoe work. Call
Refrigerator, $35; couch, $50; call 759-4024.
house with bath. Good S•
8964.
driveways
white
rockHave
your
handling,
dience
classes
Breed
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
rocker $5; coffee table, S5. Call Bach trumpet, Mercedes II,1
45. Farms For Sale
location; 2 blocks from
graded
before
bad
ed
and
protection.
All
tracking,
and
753-6763.
753-3903.
year old, excellent condition 30. Business Rental
Outside
M.S.U.
74 Acre farm between Pro- weather. Free estimates. ClifProfessional
breeds
and
ages.
Wet basement? We make wet
Chimneys, all fuel, triple wall with case. Call 753-6278.
storage building. This
753-1222 vidence and Concord on George ford Garrison, 753-5429
instructor. 436-2858
Mini
basements dry, work completepipe, 6"x30", $29.99: 8"x30",
h is a well built house.
Shoemaker Road. 3 bedroom
New and used Baldwin piano
Produce
40.
ly guarenteed. Call or write
$19.99; installation kit, 6", and organs, Lonardo Piano
$42,500.
full
basement,
pole
house,
Warehouse
PAINTING
S
Co..
Morgan Construction Co
$29.99, 8", $41.99. Wallin across from the
HOME FOR
barn. tobacco barn. lay Futrell
Interior I, Istertor
Grove fresh, Texas Valley; Ruby
Nine bedroom home
Post Office,
Storage Space
Route 2, Box 409A. Paducah
Hardware, Paris.
farm Call 527-1525 $85.000.
SALE OR RENT
Tatar° Ceiling; caulking
red grapefruits. 18 lb. bag, $5.
near the campus of S
Paris, TN.
KY 42001, or call day or night.
Economic family liv- 46. Homes For Sale
For Rent
Early small, super sweet S M.S.U. Ample bath
and winterizing. Quality
Dresses, pant suits, all nice, New
and used pianos and
1-442-7026
ing
in
Jones
this
oranges,
18
lb
wooden
conbag.
$5
/
2. organs,
some new. Sizes 14. 16, 161
work,
15
g
and
kitchen facilities.
years ex753-4758
largest selection in the
For sale by owner: 3 bedroom
Will do plumbing, heating.
Produce, 305 South 12th
temporary home and
408 South 8th St.
perience. Call Robert
Central heat and-air.
purchase area. Buy now and
brick home with outside
painting, roofing, carpentry.
Street.
acres
located
in
a
Excellent year round 1
kronen,436-2353
For sale: Al11113 5 string bangi,___-save--410--to-$1000. We accept 32.Apt& For_ Rent
kshop
on4
-acres,
dose-to753-2211 or 759-1270.
lovely setting at the
income. Seller will
41. Public Sale
an Olds Ambassador clarinet; lay-aways for Christmas.
town Asking $55,000. Call
edge of Murray. Many
finance'. Call for more S
zig zag sewing machine; half Clayton's - J & B Music, Dix- Duplex, 2 bedrooms, family Big yard sale, 503 Vine St. An753-1746.
room with fireplace, all kitchen
We are Offering a fine home on Doran Road
unique
unusual
information on how
bed with box springs and mat- ieland Center, Murray.
appliances. No children or tique picture frames. etc
House for sale or trade for
with on opportunity to buy on a lease option
features
including
easily
tress. Phone 489-2122.
this
can
be
Something for everyone
house in Murray. Two story
Antique piano. $500. Call 753- pets. 759-4509.
type of financing. This lovely home has three
solid
Birch
kitchen
b
yours.
Wednesday, Thursday. and FriFor sale. A Vemere trencher, T- 3976.
home on 2 acres and or 5 acres
1
bedroom, living room, dining room large
cabinets, 40x12 RedFor rent. -Attractive 2 bedroom day.
434-7430
Seem Sem
I
100 on tracks with trailer. Call
in southwest area Call 753family ropm with a fireplace foyer and a
nak.Wissm••• 7 $3-1471.
wood deck, 40x12 conduplex, all appliances furnish23.
Exterminating
753-8072
7 S 3.5113
Posh.• Dgm
5233 after 6 pm.
Big yard sale. 1706 West Olive
large kitchen. Home has been insulated last
ed, near M.S.U. 753-5791.
crete patio, fireplace
750.241“
Seelo••••••
Collection of 48 years! Horse S
year to TVA standards. The carpeting is prac-Leather repair, dying, cleaning.
Priced reduced on new 4
in
living
room
and
For rent Duplex, 2 bedroom, collars, haines, brass knobs,
IS1,1211
tically new. Economical gas heat. Priced unbedroom house in Canterbury.
'and alterations. Also saddle
family room, pella
near University, quiet residen- churns and jars, corn shelters, Ilia
Itli
der $60.000.00.
Extra nice. Financing available.
and harness repair. We make
windows,
tial area, $195 per month. 753- lots of warm winter clothes in \ Murray-Calloway
b thermopane
bather clothing, chaps. vests.
753-3903.
and much, much
8096.
County
etc.
Wednesday
Realty
large
sizes.
tack, belts, purses, billfolds,
more. Price reduced!
47. Motorcycles
For rent. 4 room apartment, Thursday. and Friday.
(502)7534146
and many other gift items. Call
Upper $70's. Phone
1214.
one
St
bedroom,
completely
N
fur304
175 Can-Am trail bike Call 1111 Sycamore
753-9736.
Queen
size
hide-a
Moving
sale
Or 753-7531
Kopperud Realty, 753Kelley's Termite
Illarray, By 42071
nished, no utilities furnished, bed couch, desk type sewing
435-4417 after 5 pm
coated
vinyl
Tarpaulins,
1222 for full-time real
Two
hide-a-bed
couch,
large
walk-in
8 Pest Control
niachine, Maytag washer, utiliEarly Christmas lay-away
nylon, 9'x27', new $100 each.
estate service.
closet, tub and shower. Call ty cabinet Call 753-8910 or
Phone 753-3914
available now for Yamaha 3759-1156.
NOT FAR
offer
slashed'
Make
753-8207
an
Priced
753-6903.
wheelers Tri-mob. Town &
FROM TOWN
on this under priced
/14 Amarri•ao
Furnished one bedroom aparrt- 43. Real Estate
Country Yamaha. 753-8078.
Attractive 3 bedroom
anxious
to
family
is
The
home
ment, Zimmrman Apts South
kids! A used 1979 Honda
remodeled home on
his
new
husband
to
move
with
16th Street. 753-6609.
JO, 3-wheeler. extra nice, only
2b2 acres. Property is
job location. This home is lust
Ground floor, downtown area,
Looking for a first outside of city limits just 2
$425 Town & Country Yamaha.
fenced with stocked
new carpets, paint, and drapes
753-8078
house? let us show you miles. making for town conve
pond and barn for
(Full Time)
No children, Call 759-1420 or
this nice two bedroom niences but no city taxes The
horses, and located
Used mini-bike. 2 Honda 50's,
753-6429 after 5 pm.
Looking for individual with experience in aphome with garden area house has a traffic pattern that
less than 3 miles from
2 Italjet 50's for $225 and up
up
to
Insulated
with
bock.
liveable.
$17,500
in
is
very
town. The price is ! Town & Country Yamaha, 753Riveria Apartments
pliance delivery and installation. Must have
Two
specifications for
TVA
financing available.
bedrooms, refrigerator, range,
right too - in the $30's. ..6078,
some experience in electrical wiring and anin
Priced
bills.
utility
economic
disposal, carpet, drapes,
Phone 753-1222, Kop48. Auto. Services
tenna repair and installation. Send reply to P.
753-1492
CEN
Call
the
$30'5.
washer-dryer hookup, and
perud Realty for
011 FAMOUS
0. Box 32V, Murray, KY 42071.
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, Realtors
Four tires. mounted Jeep
Weir Rat.'all Poor
dishwasher
443-3430,
friendly, courteous
home
this
less
show
you
H78
plus
let
15,
us
wheels.
size
and
Paducah, KY
Real Estate Service.
today.
than 500 miles Call 436-2181
Apartments for rent, near
•PROPIRTV MANAGIMINT
New batteries, Ford and
downtown Call 753-4109
Chevrolet, 36 month guarantee.
Two
bedroom
upstairs
apartFREE
Price Count? You bet it
$34 95 exchange New Conment. Private entrance. Carpet Does
cord Grocery, 436-5353
does! 2 bedroom brick on,
20
MILE
and
built-ins.
No
children
or
11111
beautiful acre lot surrounded
Used Cars
49.
pets.
Lease
and
deposit
reDELIVERY
by mature trees. Bright, sunny
quired. $170 per month Call kitchen, dining room, large liv1974 Cougar XR-7, $1500 or
225
L.P.
Miller
St.
753-0984
753-9208 after 4 pm.
take over payments. Call 753ing room with wood burning
Across Douglass Center
Floored and ready. Up to 17a 24. Also barn style, of4083 after 6 pm
Two,, bedroom apartment. fireplace. And
best of
S
$
.npito
A41
:E.
,
;1
.
6
0
:1
00
0
fices, cottages,
I. hpri.6 ad-ant, and patios, or Urecently redecorated. private all Priced in the $20's. For.
1974 Chevrolet Caprice Ciessie7,
mos
BUILD, pre-cut cigipletely reedy to nrsemble up to 24
area and good neighborhood. comfort and value, compare
4-door, hardtop all equipment,
No children, no pets Lease and with anything you may havfx 60 Buy the best for less.
approximately 43,000 miles.
C LOWS MAIMS 5PM SR
• In
deposit required $175 per seen..Offered bu Century 21
1970 Chevelle, 2-door, hardtop,
714411141
month Available November Loretta lobs. Realtors - 75377tank You For Your Patience. SN power brakes, steering, and alt.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUUDINGS
A
1st Call 153-9208 after 4 pm ; 1492
Clean, local car 75343942
Earn $50 per hundered securing, stuffing envelopes Free
details, Reply "HomemakersSl2S", Box 94485, Schaumburg, 11 60194
Experienced body man Apply
in person, 810 Sycamore.

141-A

is

6. Help Wanted

Chest type freezer, upright
freezer and restaurant equipment Call 753-1934 or 7531861.
Commodes, white, A grade,
Wallin Hardware,
$4399
Paris.
Full size bed, frame, box springs, and mattress $25 Call
436-2394
For sale 30 inch gas range and
dinette set Will sacrifice. 7531537
Gas range, harvest gold, in real
good shape $100. Call 7537947
Giant chest freezer for sale,
$200 firm. 753-6659
Matching red floral couch and
chair, good condition, $250
Solid maple coffee table and
two matching end tables,
$150. Call 753-8998 after 430
pm•

1
k

i

;11111L

k

KOPP.E, uD

k

k

Spred San-FACTORY

POSITION OPEN

T COPY AVAILABLE

JOHN C. NEUBAUER,
1753-0101
REALTOR
'

* SALE *

I

HORNBUCKLE
BARBER SHOP

WILL OPEN THURSDAY
OCT.24 8:30-1:30

(=s

viO

sato
kayo'

Black's
Decorating Center
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Deaths & Funerals
Rites Wednesday
At Friendship For
Mrs. Clyde Phelps

Lum M. Todd Dies
Monday; Funeral
To Be Wednesday

The funeral for Mrs. Clyde
Jewell) Phelps of Murray
Route 3 will be held Wednesday
at 2 p.m. at the Friendship Church of Christ, where she was a
member, with lake Riley, Ray
Gruiunitt, and L. C. Lawrence
officiating. The singing will be
I y singers from the church.
Pallbearers will be Allred
Houston, Frank Houston, Joe
Walker, J. C. Walker, Ronnie
Walker, Billy Dan Walker,
Hayden Morris, and Elmus
Moms,all nephews.
Burial will follow in the Friendship Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalocki.
Funeral Home where
friends may call until the funeral
hour.
Mrs. PhelRe. 74, died Monday
it .635 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hostatal. One
son, James Vernon Phelps. died
in 1924.
She is survived by her
hasband, Clyde Phelps, to whom
she was married on Dec. 24,
19'22; one son, Thomas Phelps
and wife. Laura Alice,
!halt:retie; three grandchildren
— Mrs. Sandy Siznox, 1 awrenreturg, Ind., and Terrs• and
I aura Ann Phelps. Louisville;
tst) brothers; Lowell Walker,
Dexter Route 1, and James L.
Walker,Granite City:111.

lAun M. Todd of 3115 Ash
Street, Murray, died Monday at
11:45 a.m. at tlw Marshall Coont'; fitivial, Benton. He was 91
years of age.
Mr. Todd was a member of
the Memorial Baptist Church.
Born June 16, 1889, ui Martin,
Term., he was the son of the late
Richard Tode and Tillie Vaughn
Todd. He was preceded in death
by two sisters, Ruth Todd and
Julia Griffin, and one brother,
Carl Todd.
Survivors include one sister,
Mrs. Bill ( Myrtle) Mahan,
Murray Route 8; one brother,
Kennie Todd, 502 North Third
Street, Murray; several nieces
and nephews.
The funeral will be held Wednesday .at 10:30 am. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill"
Funeral Home with the Rev. Dr.
Jerrell White" officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
and soloist.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetey.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m.
tonight ) Tuesday).

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Noah Jones

—4414

1

Final rites for Noah Jones of
Almo are being held today at 1
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral HMO With
the Rev. G. T. Moody 'officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Bill . David Wilson, Charles N.
Jones, Gerald Jones, Michael
Todd.George Bled. Bill Jones,
Ed McNeil, Bill Hargis, and
Wallace Hooks. Metal will
follow in the East End
Cemetery in Trigg County._
Mr. Jones, 89, died Sunday
at 8:15 a.m, at the ?MurrayCalloway County Has'pital. His
wife, Mrs. Virgie Wallace
Jones,died July 5, 1980.
, He, j„.1 survived by one
brother, Joe Hoy Jones,
Marion, five grandchildren,
and....seven great grandchildren...

Mr. Rials, Father
Of Mrs. Graves,
Dies At His Home
Facie Rials, father of Mrs.
Mary Graves of Murray, died
Monday at 8:30 a.m. at his home
in Bardwell. He was 74 yearsof
age.
The deceased served as a
magistrate in Carlisle County for
20 years. He was a retired farmer and a member . of the
Mississippi • Baptist church and
the Bardwell Lodge No. 499 Free
and Accepted Masons.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Deelie Hardison Rials; four
daughters — Mrs. Graves,
Murray, Mrs. Bonnie Tolbird
and Mrs. Beth Bowles, Bardwell, and Mrs. Dora Watts,
one son, Edwin
Oswego,
(Sonny ) Rials, Mulga, Ala.; two
brothers, Maurice Rials,
Berkley, Mich., and Ernest
Rials, Warren, Mich.; 14 grandchildren; two great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held Wednesday at 2 pm.at the chapel of
the Milner Funeral Home. Bardwell, with burial to follow in a
cemetery there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 6 p.m. today
Tuesday.

Flatwoods Council
Faces Shortage
I ATWOODS, Ky. AP) —
The city council tried unsuccesfully to meet Monday to
decide what to do about the
sagging general revenue fund
which pixies serious problems
for the police department.
The police department faces
the possibility of the entire force
being laid off by the end of this
week, unless the revenue
problem is solved.
The mayor had called a
meeting for Monday morning,
but there was no.quuruni In a
meeting Saturday, a vbte (xi a
business tax that would help the
situation didn't pass, so Mayor
Jean Mitchell called a meeting
Monday to try again. Only four
of the seven council members
needed for a quorum were
present.

Senior Citizens To
Be Honored Tuesday
MAYFIELD. Ky.. (AP) —
Senior citizens from across Kentucky's Jackson Purchase Area
will be honored Tuesday with a
special senior citizens
recognition program at the
Mayfield-Graves County Community Building.
Representatives from the
citizens
eight senior
organizations in Western Kentucky are to be on hand to
receive a series of special awar•
ds.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., is
to give the keynote address at a
luncheon.

Playboy Bunny, Lawyer's
Toes Result In Lawsuits
By The Associated Press
Two stories with sole: a
Playboy bunny's bungled

North Calloway
PTC To Sponsor
Annual Fall Fest

FUND-RAISING PRINT — The Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi will hold a
reception for artist Bill Zimmerman from 11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 23, in the
University Branch Bank of Murray. Proceeds from Zimmerman's eagle print will go
toward the preservation of eagles. Another reception on Thursday will be held from 5
p.m. to 7:30 in the Blackford House Gallery. With a print are (from left) Judy English,
Gamma Gamma service chairman; Dr. Robert Gotz; and Linda England, Gamma Gamma ways and means chairman.

Agriculture Industry Needs
Help To Reach Full Potential
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. says
Kentucky's agriculture indrustry needs a "concentrated, coordinated united effort" to maximize its potential.

Slaughterhouse Owner
Innocent Of Charges
DANVILLE, Ky. ( API The owner of a slaughterhouse
and packing plant that
produces horse meat for
human consumption has been
fouhd innocent of a charge of
cruelty to animals. Clyde W. VonBergen, owner
of the Bluegrass Packing Co.,
was found not guilty after a
four-hour, non-jury trial
before Boyle District Judge
Darren Peckler Friday.
VonBergen was charged
with cruelty to animals Aug.
10 after two deputies investigated_conditions inside a
corral next to the plant.
Photographs were -taken at
that time by newspaper

In brief remarks Monday to
the Governor's Council on
Agriculture, Brown said he
knew of no other area in Kentucky's development that
needs more attention than farming.
Agriculture was one of his
major areas of concentration
whgn he took office, Brown
said. Many of the others, such
as tourism. and the coal industry "are on stream," he
added."I want now to concentrate on agriculture."
Export markets probably.
hold the greatest opportunity
for Kentucky's farmers, the
governor said, adding that
realizing the benefits of longrange plans could take some
time.
Brown's 18 appointees to the
council were sworn in Monday, and Don Kenady of
Hopkinsville was elected
chairman.
Noting that members of the
council represented most
commodities produced in Kentucky, Kenady stressed the
need for identifying the problems associated with each
one.
"Everything that happens

photographer.
A warrant for VonBergen's
arrest was obtained five days
later, citing an alleged lack of
adequate water, shelter and
space for more than 200
ponies.
The horse slaughterhouse
opened in June despite concern from a local humane
society, a national horse
protection association and the
sheriff's department.
The testimony of U.S.
Department of Agriculture in_ spector Robert Ragland apparently helped VonBergen.
Ragland was the only witness
given "expert"- status by the
court.
Ragland, a lisensed
veterinarian and full-time inspector at the plant, testified
that photographs taken on.
Aug. 10 did not necessarily
show unusual conditions for a
The funeral for Mrs. Tom
PIKEVILLE, Ky. AP) — slaughterhouse. He said
Nancy Burkheadi Ford of
Development of Keyser Hollow ponies are treated humanely
Murray Route 6 will be held at
Funeral services for David property near US. Route 23 for at the plant.
the chapel of the Ratterman , Wayne Roberts,6 year old son
Ragland said USDA
Brothers, Inc., Louisville, at a of Mr. and Mrs. Larry W. about 45 housing sites could
begin within the next 60 days,ac- regulations governing the
time to be announced.
Roberts of Dexter Route 1,
Mrs. Ford, 20, was stricken Temple Hill community, were cording to a joint announcement treatment of livestock at
rilsuddenly on Sunday at 7:40 held Monday at 2 p.m. at the by Pike County officials and slaughterhouses. He said that
p.m. at her home and was Temple Hill United Methodist representatives of the state if a plant violates the
pronounced dead on arrival at Church with the p.m A. H. Department for Human Resour- regulations, all or part of a
facility can be closed down.
the Murray-Calloway County McLeod officiating and Mrs. ces,
Dr. Grady Stumbo, secretary.
Hospital.
Dan Kelly as pianist.
of human resources who was in
She is survived by her
Pallbearers were Larry
husband, Torn Ford: parents, Woodall, Danny Galloway, Pikeville last week for a
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond F. Bobby Joe Nanney, and Carl dedication ceremony, said the
Burkhead, Louisville; three Durham. Burial was in the 11-acre Keyser Hollow site and
others like it may he the
I• •
Temple Hill Cemetery with
Linda Burkhead, and Sherry the arrangements by the to the critical housing need in address a Democratic CarterEastern Kentucky.
Mondale Rally at 7 p.m.
Burkhead, Louisville.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
"The entire project involved Tuesday at the Kentucky Dam
Home.
no planning money and it took Village near Gilbertsville.
The little boy died Saturday about 60 days to put it together':
There is no fee for the rally
at 9 a.m. in an accident near Stumbo said.
and all interested persons are
the Waterfield Library,
"It refocuses the attention of invited.
Murray State University. He Kentucky housing needs off the
Murray Head Start will was in the first grade at North 300 and 400 housing sites which
sponsor a Kiddies' Fun House Calloway Elementary School.
take five years to complete and
He is survived by his paren- turn out to be towns," Stumbo
for children 10 and under on
Thursday, Oct. 23, from 6:30 to ts and one Sister, Kimberly said.
8:30 p.m. in the Beshear Gym- Roberts; grandparents, Mr.
nasium on the Murray State and Mrs. Billy Nat Galloway,
The
State
Murray
Market News Service Occampus off North 16th Street. Almo Route I, and Mrs. Ruth Federal-State
Republicans Luncheon will be
tober 21, 1980
Parents may also have their Roberts, 805 Broad Extended, Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market held Friday, Oct. 24 at 7 p.m
Murray; great grandmother, Report Includes6 Buying Stations
child's picture taken in
at the Colonial House
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Mrs. Ford's Rites
To Be, Louisville

Final Rites Held
For David Roberts

Pikeville Housing
Development Could
Begin In 60 Days

Sen. Wendell Ford
To Address Rally

1

Stock Market

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
rhot

Mai

Senior Citizens
To Be Honored In
Mayfield Tuesday

in agriculture in this state is
important to all other (aspects
of 1 agriculture," he said.
The group voted to look into
a number of farming-related
issues, including whether to
recommend to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture
burley-acreage
that
allotments be increased.
Jack Griffith of Maysville
said the burley pool "sold out
every pound of tobacco it had
last month," the first such occurrence in a number Of
years.
While tobacco sales are
good, Griffith said, depleting
the pool supply could open
domestic markets to increased reliance en imported tobacco.
Companies can find tobacco
if-they want it, he said, adding
that the state's burley farmers
need to build a surplus.
The council also will study
the possibility of providing
farmer-education programs,
perhaps using the Kentucky
Educational Television network.
"We need to interest
ourselves in the education of
farmers," aimed at helping

Livestock Market

them make more money, said
Robert C. Welch of Jefferson
County. If farmers make
more, he added, they will produce more.
The 18 council members appointed by Brown include
representatives from each
Congressional District and
four atlarge members:
Kenady; Betty Wallace of
Princeton; Beverly G. Yeiser
Sr. of Winchester, and Mary
Jean Hale of Lexington.
Other members and their
districts are:
— 1st District: Paul A. Hort,
Kevil; R.T. Smith Sr.,
Madisonville;
— 2nd District: Don
Lashbrook, Owensboro;
Joseph Meng,Bowling Green;
— 3rd District: Thomas R.
Chambers and Lloyd B. Clark,
Louisville;
— 4th District: Welch; Dr.
Albert Ortego, Middletown;
— 5th District: Charles D.
Burton, Broadhead; Jane
Horn, Campbellsville;
— 6th District: Roy Foster,
Shelbyville; Ronald G. Rose,
New Castle;
— 7th District: Griffith;
William W. Lewis,Grayson,

USDA IDUISVILLE, Ky. API
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
2500; compared to Monday's close
slaughter steers and heifers untested;
slaughter cows steady lo .50 higher;
bulls steady; slaughter calves untested;
iiunited vealers near steady: feeder
steers over 700 lb and heifers 400-500 lb
steady,other feeders weak to 2.00 lower;
Slaughter cows utility 42.75-48.75;
several high dressing and high boning
utility 48.75-51.75; an individual to 53.75;
cutter 40.00-46.25; canner and cutter under 8001b 38.2540.25;
Slaughter butts yield grade 11505-1605
lb 60.25462.25, yield grade 1-2 930-2135 lb
54.00-58,00; yield grade 2 870-1610 lb
52.00-54.90;
Slaughter calves and vealers a few
choice 170-260 lb vcalers 6000-73.00;
good 60 0048.00; calves untested; ,
Feeder steers medium frame I 300-400
lb 7200-80.00, a few to 8400; 400-500 lb
73.00-77.00; 500440 lb 70.00-75.10; 725-840
lb 67.75-72.50; large frame 1 450470 lb
65.25-70.00; 800-1025 lb 61.25-64.00;
medium frame 2 300400 lb 64.00-74.00;
500-700 lb 62.00-70.00; large frame 2 meluding hoLstems 380-500 lb 5850-65.00:
500-700 lb 56.00-61.25; 740-1010 lb 52.)5
53.00;
Heifers medium Bartle 1 300-400 lb
6200-65.50; 400-500 lb 63.00-70.00 m•
clotting 10 head black whiteface at 70.00;
medium fraine 2 300-500 lb 520042.00;
500-725 lb 50.00-6000;
Stock cows mediuni frame 1-2750-975
lb 40504850;,
Hogs 1000; compared to Monday's
close barrows and gills 1.25-1.50 higher;
US 1-2 220-245 lb 49.20-49.55; US 2 220-260
lb 48.75-49.20; US 2-3 215-280 lb 48.9048.75; US 3 210-300 lb 47.00-48.00; sows .
1.00 lower; US 1-2 300-350 lb 44.00-4400;
350-400 lb 45.00-46.00, 400450 lb 46,1014700; 450400 lb 47.004400; 500-715 lb
4800-4900, a few 10 00.75: boars over 306
lb 41.00-43.25; under :100th 31.50-37.00;
Sheep 25; untested.
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D&T WAREHOUSE FOODS - NA,
You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D&T
Is The Lowest In Town
8 PACK OF

PEPSI,R.C.or
COLA

1601.
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Fun House Planned
By The Head Start

Hog Market

The North Calloway PTC
will sponsor its annual Fall
Festival at the school on
Friday, Oct. 24. The door will
open at 6 p.m. and the events
of the evening will end at 8:30
p.m. with the crowning of the
King and Queen.
Plans have been made for
over 20 events some of which
include the haunted house, the
dunking machine, and the
craft store. The cafeteria will
be open during the evening to
serve supper and snacks.
The public is cordially invited to coine out to the school
and participate in the
festivities, according to a
school spokesman.

bunion, and all attorney's
telephone toe.
These tales of toe woe begin
with Nora Barry, 27, who filed
suit in New York Monday
seeking $1 million in damages
from doctors who allegedly
botched surgery on a bunion
on her left foot last April.
Miss Barry said pain keeps
her from wearing high heels
or working on her feet, so she
had to give up her $500 a week
job waiting tables at the
Playboy club in Manhattan.
The suit said she now works as
a $150 a week greeter at the
club's front door.
Meanwhile in Chicago, half
a continent and half a foot
away, the Cook County Board
Monday approved a $3,463 settlement for a former assistant
state's attorney? James Heinzel, 31, who stubbed his toe
rushing to answer an office
telephone.
And the kicker: the board
approved the award after
state worker compensation officials said the award
represented 40 percent of the
value of a healthy toe.

2 LB. WHITE

POTATOES
$168
MARTHA WHITE
MACARONI & CHEESE

DINNER

5 98!
FOR

LYNN GROVE

41.r EGGS
%47

68c

Across From Murray Drive-In
7
So. 4th

SMUCKER'S GRAPE

JELLY
$1 29
3 LB.

RICHTEX
SHORTENING
$1 18
42 OZ.
TURNER

MILK

$209

Mon-Thurs. 8-7
Fri-Sat. 8-8
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